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lTHEY’LL LIFT LOCKDOWN TOO SOON
lFIGHT RETURN TO UNSAFE WORK

TORIES
RISK A
THIRD
WAVE
We can’t trust Johnson with
our lives or our health
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UNIVERSAL CREDIT

Scrapping £20
benefit uplift will
be a ‘huge blow’
THE FIGHT is on to force
the Tories to keep the £20
a week uplift to Universal
Credit, due to end in April.
“£20 may just be the price
of a breakfast to a millionaire
MP,” said activist Ellen
Clifford.
“But to claimants that’s
more than a 20 percent cut in
what they have to live on.”

>>Page 4
POVERTY

Racist rules
mean overseas
students starve
ANAMPARVEEN HASN’T got
the money to buy food—
but has to pay tuition fees.
It’s the reality of life
for international students
across Britain.
At one east London food
bank, up to 2,000 students
queue for food every week.
Racist Tory rules mean
they get no benefit support.

>>Pages 10&11

SOUTH EAST ASIA

The fight for
democracy in
Myanmar
SCENES OF protests in
Myanmar today, following
a military coup, follow
several movements that
have swept the country.
Ordinary people must look
to their own power, rather
than relying on well-spoken
liberals.

>>Pages 14&15
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THE THINGS
THEY SAY

‘Le Pen has gone
a bit soft. You’re
prepared to not
even legislate on
religion, and you
say that Islam
is not even a
problem’

French Minister for the Interior
Gerald Darmanin denounces
French fascist Marine Le Pen
for not hating Muslims enough

‘We’re an island
nation unlike,
you know, say
Australia’

TROUBLEMAKER

Hancock’s mate got a huge
NHS contract for vital PPE
AN ASSOCIATE of health
secretary Matt Hancock owns
a company that received
a m u l t i m i l l i o n - p o u n d
government contract for the
supply of PPE.
Frances Stanley is the sole
“person of significant control”
of CH&L Limited.
New documents published
by the department of
health and social care
last week showed the
firm was awarded a
£14.4 million contract for the
provision of isolation gowns
last April.
Stanley told Byline Times
that, due to “unforeseen
logistical circumstances” the
contract was not fulfilled and
the deposit returned to the
government.
Her husband, Peter
Stanley, had donated £5,000
to Hancock’s office in 2019,

Tory geographer and minister
Grant Shapps

‘We’re smack
bang in the
middle between
the two big
powers of China
and India’
Chief Whip Mark Spencer also
has an odd globe

‘Demonstrably
not a socialist’
Motion carried by the Haldane
Socialist Lawyer group
censuring Labour leader Keir
Starmer who was previously
the group’s treasurer

‘How come
only millennials
and Lefties are
allowed to be
offended?’
Richard Littlejohn takes a page
in the Mail to say how offended
he is by people being offended

Hancock and Stanley have a profitable relationship

Electoral Commission records
show.
Peter Stanley and Dido
Harding, appointed by the
government to run the
Covid‑19 test and trace
scheme, both hold board
positions at the Jockey Club.
Frances Stanley and

7 TRILLION
£2.6
Decrease in earnings of world’s

l

Dog

TEN DOWNING Street
now hires three official
photographers to polish up
Boris Johnson’s image. We
can now see the fruit of
their labours—a four-part
photoshoot of Boris’s dog
frolicking in the Downing
Street garden snow and a
picture of some cat.

workers during 2020, according to
International Labour Organisation

2 TRILLION
£2.8
Increase in wealth of world’s

Get in
touch with
Socialist
Worker

John Whittingdale

for media and data,
John Whittingdale.
Whittingdale, proud
holder of the Order of
Merit (Ukraine), 3rd
class, once said he had
a declared intention
“to whack” the BBC.
The pair were board
directors of the South West
News Service together
until Whittingdale became
culture secretary in
2015.

@

billionaires during first ten
months of coronavirus crisis,
according to research by Oxfam

Cat

Murdoch’s man to
oversee BBC future
A SENIOR journalist
with a leading role
in Rupert Murdoch’s
Times group of British
newspapers has been given
a key voice in deciding
who is to chair Ofcom, the
broadcasting regulator.
Paul Potts, an
independent director
of Times Newspapers
Holdings, is now also
the government’s
“senior independent
panel member”.
That job means he
will help pick the head
of the body that rules
on standards and is to
shape the future of public
service broadcasting.
Potts is also a friend
and former business
associate of the minister

Hancock were pictured at a
rail summit in 2019 held at
Newmarket Jockey Club.
The same document show
Tory ministers awarded a
small jewellery company
specialising in rare diamond
dealing a contract worth
£2.5 million to supply

PPE to the NHS. Doja Limited
was awarded the contract
last May.
The company’s director
has said it was founded to sell
“rare diamonds”, and does
not appear to have a history
of supplying PPE.
The company has no
website.
It was handed the c ontract
under powers which allowed
ministers to make deals
during the pandemic w
 ithout
any sort of competitive
process.
PoliticsHome website
says the firm has just one
employee and has never
previously been awarded a
government contract.
It is registered with
Companies House as being
involved with the “retail sale
of watches and jewellery in
specialised stores”.

Email reports@
socialistworker.co.uk
Web www.socialistworker.co.uk
Facebook “Socialist Worker (Britain)”
Twitter @socialistworker

Digging a ditch in sea
for protocol’s sake?
“BORIS TUNNEL to
Northern Ireland set
to get the green light,”
announced the Sunday
Telegraph.
But the proposed route,
from near Stranraer to
near Larne cannot be
used.
That’s because there
needs to be a long detour
around the northern end
of Beaufort’s Dyke.
This is a deep trench in
the Irish Sea where more
than a million tonnes
of surplus munitions,
including chemical
weapons, has been
dumped by the Ministry
of Defence.
And a fair few chunks
of nuclear waste are in

Newsdesk
020 7840 5656
Circulation
020 7840 5601

Don’t forget your shovel

there too. The British
government admitted in
2002 that the records
of what was chucked in
there were destroyed.
Consultations on this
sort of nonsense are how
fortunes are made for
some people.
Might as well make it a
garden bridge.

Write to
Socialist Worker
PO Box 74955
London
E16 9EJ

Taxing job of
meat inspection
THE TASK of ensuring
high standards in the meat
industry has become more
demanding with hundreds
of thousands of additional
EU export certifications
required.
But, according to
Private Eye magazine, “the
company with a monopoly
on the service is up to
its neck in tax avoidance
disputes”.
In England, Wales and
Northern Ireland, all meat

Pigs

production inspection is in
the hands of Leeds-based
Eville & Jones.
It was formed in the
late 1990s after John
Major’s Tory government
outsourced most of the
work.
The company has since
achieved dominance
“because it scrimped on
pay and dodged every tax
possible”.
One company ploy
over the years, the Eye
has learned, has been to
recruit junior vets, usually
from the EU, and pay them
just £10 per day for weeks
while they train to work in
Britain.
Latest accounts for
Eville & Jones (GB) Ltd
report that it has “received
enquiries from HMRC in
relation to the minimum
pay regulations”.
Also incurring the
wrath of HMRC was the
treatment of around 60
full-time inspectors as selfemployed contractors.
They should have been
on the books paying PAYE
income tax and national
insurance.
Meanwhile top bosses
including Eville and Jones
have received what the
company claimed were
non-taxable loans from a
Guernsey-registered trust.
HMRC says the company
accounts, is looking at
“certain payments and
deductions from payments
made to employees”.
All told, the Eville
& Jones group and its
directors are thought to be
on the tax hook for around
£10 million.
But the owners have
repeatedly transferred the
business to new corporate
entities, leaving those
with the legal liabilities as
shells.
So the two companies
with the serious potential
tax bills now have no
assets.
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Now ceiling caves-in at
scandal-hit housing block
are all low income families who have
to rely on benefits to sustain us.
“Low income families are chucked
wherever. This is no way of living.”
And Brent council has provided
little to no support for the soon to be
homeless single parents.
The lease is set to run out on the
building, but the council has not found
the residents new accommodation.
Fadya, another resident, told
Socialist Worker, “Brent council
knew the lease here was for five
years. Why haven’t things been put in
place ready? They don’t have enough
houses for us all.
“We’re not in control of our lives.”
A resident from Flat 16 told
Socialist Worker, “We’re told that
the lease runs out in May but the
court hearing will start after, so we
won’t be homeless straight away. But
I don’t want to live in uncertainty.

by ISABEL RINGROSE

RESIDENTS OF Prospect House—
an emblem of horrific housing
across Britain—have reported
new, worsening conditions.
People are forced to live in a dangerous environment on the bank of
the six-lane North Circular in Brent,
north London.
They are housed in a converted
office block, owned by a private
landlord and managed by Shepherds
Bush Housing Association.
Socialist Worker revealed their
conditions back in 2019. The story
spread as an example of the horrific
state of housing in Britain.
Yet nearly two years on, the
residents say conditions are getting
worse.
Water started leaking through the
ceiling on the first floor on Thursday
of last week. By Friday evening the
ceiling had bowed and the carpet was
sodden.
Residents were then forced to
ring to the fire bridge after a lack of
action by Shepherd’s Bush Housing
Association.
“We were told either a plumber,
or from the out of hours team, would
come out on Friday. Someone came
to have a look earlier but now it’s the
evening,” Miss Miller, a resident, told
Socialist Worker.

Tunnelers
hole-ding
out at camp
BAILIFFS HAVE begun
removing protesters
occupying tunnels in central
London to oppose the
construction of the HS2 high
speed rail line.
But the occupation
continued as Socialist
Worker went to press.
Protesters from HS2
rebellion began the
occupation in January.
They want to stop the
green space in Euston from
being turned into a taxi rank
and then sold off to HS2.
One activist, Scotty, left
the tunnel early on Monday
morning—after 19 days
underground. Scotty said
that bailiffs continue to dig a

Waiting

Denial

“My daughter asked me ‘how come
it’s raining inside?’ The ceiling is
going to cave in, but the landlord is
in such denial that his building is the
problem.
“The fire brigade told us it was
waste water from the flats upstairs.
Someone from Shepherd’s Bush has
now come to look but all they’ve
done is twist back the broken pipe
and stuck sellotape on.
“They knew of this issue from
yesterday, it’s ridiculous. Now we
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WASTE WATER burst through the ceiling at Prospect House in north west
London last week. Socialist Worker recently highlighted evictions at the
scandal-hit property used to house homeless families in Brent

have a big hole in the ceiling.”
The converted office block doesn’t
sustain the 15 families, who are often
left without hot water and heating.
They have taken to social media
to complain about the building’s

Socialist Worker
For daily updates and the stories
that matter socialistworker.co.uk

lDownload WhatsApp to your phone
lSave 07377 632 826 as Socialist Worker WhatsApp
lSend ‘start’ to the number

conditions. Shepherd’s Bush now
checks in with the residents, but residents know it’s “a facade” and are
still ignored.
“This is happening because we are
the minority,” Miss Miller said. “We

“Brent council doesn’t care. There
are so many brand-new houses, yet
they say they can’t house us. It’s just
a waiting game.
“I pay £600 for a studio room with
my son that is below standard.
“For single mums it’s an ongoing cycle. It angers me. We have no
stability or home for our kids.
“We’ll be put in more private
accommodation and be moved in
another five years.”
Selina, who also lives in the block
said the council “need to move us
out.” But she fears where they will
be rehoused.
“Private landlords don’t want to
accept housing benefits. And I don’t
want to leave it last minute and have
to go wherever Brent council dump
me,” she told Socialist Worker.
“I don’t know what to do.”



down shaft in order to remove
protesters. But he said he
didn’t think they’d be able
to extract anyone “anytime
soon”.
And another tunnel has
been constructed in secret by
HS2 protesters in Islington.
This tunnel was built in a
separate protest to those in
Euston Square park.
Protesters said that they
started digging the tunnel to

What’s your story?
Email with your ideas
reports@socialistworker.co.uk

US firm buys GP services
ONLY A week ago most media
slavishly parroted the Tories’ claim
the era of NHS privatisation was
“over”.
Ministers’ new plan for the health
service would stop the routine
outsourcing to multinationals, they
said.
The message clearly didn’t reach
Operose Health Ltd, the British wing
of giant US private healthcare firm,
the Centene Corporation.
It has just announced the
purchase of AT Medics, one of the
leading providers of GP and other
primary care services in London.
Around 370,000 patients, and
900 staff, have suddenly found
themselves in the grip of a US
vulture firm that has long been

Still in a tunnel

circling the NHS in a hunt for
profits.
AT Medics was owned by six
GP directors until the takeover,
and was part of the government’s
flagship policy of “handing over
control of the NHS to staff”. Now
those directors are set to become
multimillionaires.
According to The Lowdown
website, the latest buy up is a
further sign that Centene is taking
“an expanding interest” in the
British health “market”.
The firm’s website shows that it
already has contracts to run 20 GP
surgeries, plus an urgent treatment
centre in Birmingham, and ten
ophthalmology services and a
dermatology clinic in Kent.

Bailiffs at work in Euston

protest against the felling of
trees to make space for the
development of flats.
Activists at an anti-HS2
protest camp in Colne Valley,
west of London, have also
been evicted after occupying
the site for three and a half
years.
Bailiffs forcibly removed
seven activists and then
proceeded to bulldoze the
site last Saturday.
Mark Keir, one of the
protesters at the site said,
“This is not the end of the
line for us. We will find other
ways to protest against the
HS2 development.”
Protesters are right to take
action to protest over climate
change.
Sophie Squire
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Scrapping
Universal
Credit £20
uplift will be
‘huge blow’
by SADIE ROBINSON

WHAT
WHAT WE
WE THINK
THINK

‘FREE SPEECH’ CAMPAIGN IS
DESIGNED TO AID THE RIGHT

Anti-racists protested at Penally refugee camp in west Wales last year

Refugees trapped in
Penally camp speak out

BACK STORY

Taking away the Universal Credit
THE FIGHT is on to force the
£20 ‘temporary uplift’ will mean
Tories to keep the £20 a week
more suffering for poor people
uplift to Universal Credit (UC).
lLast year almost a million
The rise was brought in as a tempeople claimed the benefit in a
porary measure last year but is due
nine day period between 16 and
to end in April. If the cut goes ahead,
31 March due to the pandemic.
nearly six million people will become
lA report last year found attacks
even poorer. And UC will be worth
on benefits causes heightened
less in real terms than it was when it
mental distress. Scrapping the
was first introduced in 2013.
uplift will cause even more harm
Ellen Clifford is a member of the
to those already on very little.
steering group of Disabled People
Against Cuts (Dpac). “Millions of
workers were left without income
by the pandemic came onto UC last payments. But landlords say they
year,” she said. “If the benefit is cut, have been unable to use the facility,
that will be an enormous blow for possibly because the system is comhouseholds already struggling to pletely overwhelmed by new claims.
get by.
The Caridon Landlord Solutions
“£20 may just be the price of a consultant said that landlords are
breakfast to a millionaire MP. But now considering making evictions.
to UC claimants, that’s more than a
The Tories are under pressure
20 percent cut in what they have to and could be forced to keep the
live on for all essential expenditure uplift. Campaigners must fight to
other than housing.”
stop cuts to UC— but they must go
The number of people claiming further as well.
UC has soared as bosses slash jobs
and hours during the Covid-19 pan- Legacy
demic. Some 5.9 million people were “We must pressure the Tories ahead
claiming UC last month, compared to of the spring budget to keep the
uplift, and also fight for them to
2.9 million in February of last year.
Claimants have “mounting extend it to legacy benefits,” said
debts and arrears on essential Ellen. “Over 2.2 million people still
bills” according to a recent report on the old benefits were originally
from the Resolution Foundation— refused to £20 uplift.
“Many are disabled people in
despite the £20 uplift.
Nearly half of people who began high risk categories who have been
a UC claim during the pandemic shielding for nearly a year.
The Disability Benefits Consortium
said their income had dropped by
found that 44 percent of disat least a quarter. Around a third
abled people on legacy
said it had fallen by at least
benefits are having
40 percent. One in five
to choose between
said that they are behind
heating and eating.”
on essential bills.
Dpac has called
And now more
a day of action
claimants are facing the
ahead of the spring
threat of eviction too.
budget on 3 March.
Landlords whose tenEvery activants struggle to pay rent
ist must back it
can set up alternative
and seize the
payment arrangements.
chance to push the
This lets them grab
Tories back and
hold of the housstop them from
ing element of
making more
UC directly
devastating cuts.
from tenants’ Campaigner Ellen Clifford

PROTESTING IN Birmingham earlier this month to keep the Universal Credit £20 uplift

Care home workers forced to
‘make their own’ PPE safety kit
CARE HOME workers were left
without personal protective
equipment (PPE) early in the
pandemic, MPs have said.
The Commons Public Accounts
Committee said care homes
received only a fraction of the
PPE needed compared with the
health service.
The committee said its
investigation shows “staff
having to care for people with
Covid-19 or suspected Covid-19
without sufficient PPE to protect
themselves from infection.”
It said social care “was only
taken seriously after the high
mortality rate in care homes
became apparent”.
The committee’s report
could be interpreted as the
government having the wrong
balance between PPE deliveries
to the NHS and social care. But
the real problem was the overall
lack of equipment and failings in
its distribution.
The stockpiling of PPE was
completely inadequate. The
government should have known
this. An exercise code-named
Exercise Cygnus took place
in October 2016 to simulate

Care workers struggled to get equipment

the effects of a pandemic. It
showed that the NHS would be
understaffed and overwhelmed
and it specifically highlighted the
potential dire shortages of PPE.
Between March and July
2020 the department of health
provided NHS trusts with
1.9 billion items of PPE, the
equivalent to 80 percent of
estimated need. The adult
social care sector was given 331
million items—just 10 percent
of its need. Neither the NHS nor
care had enough.
At the start of the pandemic
the company was deciding for
itself how much PPE was needed.
The committee also

highlighted that at the same
time as PPE was lacking, about
25,000 patients were discharged
to care homes from hospitals.
They were not tested for
Covid-19.
“This contributed significantly
to the deaths in care homes
during the first wave,” the
committee said.
The day after the report was
published this week, it was
revealed that the government is
not sure where billions of pounds
worth of PPE is located now.
Gareth Davies, head of the
National Audit Office, said that
outside consultants had been
brought into Whitehall to find the
equipment.
Under questioning from the
public accounts committee,
Davies said, “We have been
working closely with the DoH. It
has commissioned consultants
to advise it on first of all
understanding where all the PPE
that has been bought actually is.
“It sounds like a strange
question, but it is a really
big issue because it is not all
standing neatly in an NHS store
somewhere.”

REFUGEES trapped in
a camp in west Wales
are cold, hungry and
live in constant fear of
catching coronavirus.
Karim has been
living in the camp in
Penally, near Tenby,
for four months.
“We live six people
to a room,” he told
Socialist Worker. “We
don’t have distance
for coronavirus.
“If they cared about
us, they would have
put each person into
their own room to be
safe. But they don’t
care. And it’s so, so
cold now.”
He added, “The
guards aren’t nice—
there’s a lot of racism.
One told me if you
want to go to your
home country I can
help you to go. It’s to
scare us.”
Hassan, another
refugee in Penally,
told Socialist Worker,
“When I first came

the toilet and shower
were okay. Now
there’s three or four
times as many people
here—it’s too many.
“We use one toilet
for 12 people.”
On top of the
appalling conditions,
some refugees are
going hungry.

Kitchen

Karim hasn’t eaten a
meal from the camp
kitchen for around
two months.
“The food is for
animals, not humans,”
he said.
“And in the kitchen
the staff act so badly
towards us.
“I’m not going to go
to the kitchen to get a
meal. It’s not cooked
enough or it tastes
and smells so bad.
Hassan, who was
one of the first at the
camp, added, “Some
couldn’t eat for three
or four days as they

are not used to this
kind of food.”
The Tories are
making asylum
seekers’ lives as
miserable as possible
to deter others from
coming to Britain.
Documents from
the Home Office
revealed that refugees
are placed in former
military barracks
for fear that better
accommodation
would “undermine
confidence” in the
asylum system.
Karim says “it’s
racism” that underpins
Britain’s immigration
system. “Everyone
here doesn’t want to
take money from the
government,” he said.
Anti-racists must
fight to close all
the camps—and to
dismantle Britain’s
racist immigration
system.
Longer online at
bit.ly/PenallySW

Vigil marks death of Mohamud
Hassan after contact with cops
AROUND 80 people
gathered for a vigil
outside Butetown
police station in
Cardiff on Tuesday of
last week to mark one
month since the death
of Mohamud Hassan.
Mohamud died after
he was held in police
custody overnight in
January following an
alleged disturbance.
He was later released
without charge and
died that night.
Since then, the
tame Independent
Office for Police
Conduct (IOPC) has
released information
that Mohamud came
into contact with 52

police officers during
his time in custody.
Bianca Ali from
Cardiff Black Lives
Matter told Socialist
Worker, “I didn’t know
there were even 52
officers at the station,
how on Earth does
that happen?”

Funeral

Bianca said the vigil
“was really important,
especially because
Mohamud wasn’t
given the funeral
he should have had
because of Covid-19.
“The police
monitoring the
vigil were very
disrespectful, talking

and laughing among
themselves.
“Everyone was sad
and emotional, I had
a lump in my throat
when I was speaking.
This is because of the
realisation that it’s
been a month since
his life was taken, he
didn’t just die, he was
murdered.”
Around 30,000
people have signed
a petition calling on
the IOPC to release
documents and CCTV
footage detailing the
contact between police
officers and Mohamud.
Protesters say they
will continue to fight
for justice.

I

N THE middle of a pandemic
the Tories have decided to
launch further attacks on the
left and anti-racists, while also
claiming they want to protect
free speech.
Tory education secretary
Gavin Williamson is demanding
that universities adopt the
International Holocaust
Remembrance Alliance definition
of antisemitism. Effectively this will
prevent criticism of Israel.
He is also pushing for legislation
that would compensate speakers
who are denied a platform at
universities if they feel their free
speech has been infringed.
This could include fascists.
But the Tories are not
interested in giving people a
voice, and you can guarantee they
won’t be standing up for Palestine
campaigners.
Instead they are trying to use
arguments around free speech
to push their agenda and to limit
criticism of themselves.
Williamson plans to create
a “free speech champion” to
investigate potential infringements
in universities and higher
education.
But the Tories deciding what is
and isn’t an infringement will have

dangerous consequences.
From criticising left wing
movements, the government
has now moved to implement
legislation that restricts
opposition. Last week home
secretary Priti Patel described last
year’s Black Lives Matter protests
as “dreadful”.
And Tory Jacob Rees-Mogg
accused the London mayor, Sadiq
Khan, of assisting “loony left
wing wheezes” after creating a
commission to improve diversity
in the city’s public spaces.
New laws have been introduced
this year to protect “England’s
cultural and historic heritage”.
This comes after Black Lives
Matters protesters in Bristol tore

‘‘

They are trying to
use arguments
around free
speech to limit
criticism

down the statue of slave owner
Edward Colston.
The new laws mean any historic
statues or monuments will need
permission to be brought down.
Criticism of such movements is
an attempt to deflect blame and
anger, scapegoat minorities and
paint over class divisions.
Hitting back at the left as a
whole allows the Tories to weaken
movements that are turning their
anger towards the system.
They want to stifle debate that
is dominated by anger aimed in
their direction, as well as pushing
back at our rights.
But the Tories’ attacks must be
resisted for another reason.
They are seeking to deflect
anger in society away from class
struggle.
That means we need antiracist unity against Patel and the
rest. The Stand Up To Racism
demonstrations on 20 March are
an important chance to build the
movement.
We should oppose Williamson’s
“free speech” charade.
But we also need to intensify
the fight against the Tories’
murderous handling of coronavirus
and the wider attacks on working
class people.

PUBLIC SYSTEM BOOSTS JABS

B

ORIS JOHNSON called
the delivery of 15 million
vaccines since December
an “extraordinary feat”.It is an
achievement—but it’s not his.
The vaccine rollout is perhaps
the only government response
to the coronavirus pandemic that
hasn’t been mired in total chaos
and in failure. That’s why Johnson
is so keen to take credit for it.
But it owes its success to
something the Tories have been
trying to destroy, undermine and
sell off for decades—a public

health service that isn’t run for
profit.
Compare the vaccine rollout to
the failed test and trace scheme.
The Tories have spent tens of
millions outsourcing the operation
to private companies such as Sitel.
The result was call centres
understaffed with workers who
were undertrained, unable to
contact anywhere near the
number of people needed to make
the operation effective.
On top of that, years of
privatisation and cuts had reduced
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the NHS’s ability to test for
coronavirus as quickly as it could
have been done.
In contrast, vaccination centres
have been run directly by the
NHS. They’ve been staffed by NHS
workers who’ve gone above and
beyond to run a service for the
public good, not for profit.
“We’ve done it together,” said
Johnson on Sunday.
But the vaccine success has
nothing to do with him.
It’s just more proof of his
failures.

Sign up to our morning newsletter Breakfast in Red
and get the latest news every day.
For updates and analysis on the stories that matter go
to socialistworker.co.uk/breakfastinred
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ANALYSIS
ALEX CALLINICOS

Is the City losing its
financial domination?
IS WORLD history going into reverse? The great historian
Fernand Braudel argued that the modern capitalist world
economy always has had a city at its centre, starting in
the later Middle Ages with Venice.
It shifted in the 16th century first to Antwerp and then
Genoa. And finally, “in about 1590-1610, the centre moved
to Amsterdam, where the economic centre of the European
zone remained fixed for almost two centuries. Between 1780
and 1815 it moved to London, and in 1929 it crossed the
Atlantic and became established in New York City.”
Since the 1980s the City of London has enjoyed a revival
as the most important international financial centre. It
benefited from its base in the European Union—the second
biggest economy in the world. It also had a huge lead
over other financial centres in key markets such as foreign
exchange and over-the-counter derivatives.
But last week it emerged that since the start of the year
Amsterdam has overtaken London as Europe’s main share
trading hub. As the Financial Times put it, “so far in February
there has been an average €8.7 billion (£7.6 billion) a
day traded in the Dutch city, compared with €7.8 billion
(£6.8 billion) on venues in London.
Last year London traded an average of €17.6 billion
(£15.4 billion) shares a day and Amsterdam languished
behind Paris, Frankfurt and Zurich.”
Then the news came about trading “euro-denominated
swaps” in London. According to the Financial Times the
share of this “$1.6 trillion-a-day global market that was a
City mainstay,” had fallen from nearly 40 percent last July to
10 percent in January. This time New York was the biggest
beneficiary, followed by Amsterdam and Paris.
The reason for this shift is obvious—Brexit. Or more
specifically the inter-imperialist conflict that this represents
between Britain and the leading capitalist states on the
European continent. Even when Britain was in the European
Union (EU), London’s financial dominance rankled
especially because Britain stayed out of the euro.
Since the 2016 Brexit referendum the EU has been making
a determined effort to displace London.
In principle Britain could negotiate “equivalence” with the
EU. In other words it could win Brussels’ recognition that
Britain’s financial regulations have substantially the same
effect as the EU’s.
This shouldn’t be hard to prove because Britain was bound
by EU regulations until the end of last year.
But the EU is dragging its feet, even though it has
conceded equivalence to other financial centres such as the
United States and Japan.
Brussels wants, in effect, to bind Britain to accepting
changes in EU financial regulations. There is little chance of
Boris Johnson’s government agreeing to this.

Finance

The fact that finance wasn’t included in the trade agreement
tortuously concluded just before Christmas caused widespread
anger in the City. But both the current governor of the Bank
of England, Andrew Bailey, and his predecessor Mark Carney
have been arguing otherwise. As Bailey put it last week, “a
world in which the EU dictates and determines what rules and
standards we have in the UK is not going to work”.
Behind this is the idea that by diverging from EU
regulations, the British state can make London an even
bigger global financial centre than it is now. It’s hard to tell
how big a blow to this strategy Amsterdam’s revival is. “The
euro share and derivative trading that has moved elsewhere
is a tiny sliver of the global pie. None of my people are
moving to Amsterdam from London,” one banker said.
But the ex-Bank of England economist Dan Davies writes
in the Guardian, “Financial market trading is the ultimate
case of increasing returns to scale—the more business you
do, … the more attractive a place you are to do business.
And the same dynamic works in reverse. When you get a
negative shock to your market share, it also tends to be
self‑reinforcing.”
Whoever wins, both London and Amsterdam represent
bloated financial sectors that have been allowed to dominate
the productive economy, increasing the polarisation between
rich and poor. If the City finally did deflate it would be an
opportunity to create a different kind of economy.

A ban on criticising Israel is being pushed onto campuses

Universities fight to protect
solidarity with Palestine
by NICK CLARK

THE BATTLE to defend
the right to speak out for
Palestine has returned to
universities.
Some students in Oxford
tried to stop left wing
filmmaker Ken Loach from
speaking at a university event
last week.
Tory education secretary
Gavin Williamson d
 emands
that all universities adopt
the International Holocaust
Remembrance Alliance
(IHRA) definition and its
examples to shut down legitimate criticism of Israel.
The head of St Peter’s
College, Oxford, apologised
after allowing the event with
Loach to go ahead.
A group of students had
demanded the event be cancelled, partly because Loach
has said Israel was founded
“based on ethnic cleansing”.
His remarks refer to the
fact that 850,000 Palestinians
were systematically expelled
from their homes because of
their ethnicity when Israel
was created in 1948.
In demands to the college,
some students outrageously
accused Loach of a “history
of blatant antisemitism”.
They said this breached
one of the examples attached
to the IHRA definition of
antisemitism. The example
says it can be antisemitic
to describe the existence of
Israel as a “racist endeavour.”
Students at St Peter’s

College also accused Loach
of “antisemitism denial”
because he has opposed these
accusations.
The IHRA definition was
at the heart of accusations
of antisemitism levelled
at Labour members under
the left wing leadership of
Jeremy Corbyn.
Supporters of Israel and
the right demanded Labour
adopt it with all of its
examples.
They claimed the left’s support for Palestinians fuelled
antisemitism.
Corbyn’s leadership backed
down and accepted the definition, making concessions
to the claims that the left has
a widespread problem with
antisemitism.
The attacks on Loach show

how this opened up space for
wider assaults on the left and
Palestine solidarity.
Long before the accusation was turned against
Corbyn, supporters of Israel
have attempted to use the
definition to try to target
Palestine solidarity activists
on campuses.
In 2018 Socialist Worker
revealed how bosses at
the University of Central
Lancashire used the IHRA
definition to shut down a
meeting.
The meeting was
s upporting the Boycott,

Divestment and Sanctions
(BDS) campaign.
BDS calls for a boycott of
companies linked to Israel’s
occupation of Palestine.
The meeting was held as

part of the annual Israeli
Apartheid Week event
o rganised by students at

many universities.
Israeli Apartheid Week is
often targeted by s upporters
of Israel.
One of the first accusations
of antisemitism levelled at
the Labour Party came when
Oxford University Labour
Club supported it.
Now, emboldened by their
victories in Labour, the right
is preparing for a renewed
assault against Palestine
solidarity in universities.
Yet academics at University
College London last week
voted to reject the IHRA
definition.
It is still possible to defend
the right to campaign in
solidarity with Palestine.

No criticism of Israel in Labour
THE LABOUR Party
last week appointed a
committee to advise
it on how to handle
antisemitism. Several of
its members openly link
support for Palestine to
hatred of Jewish people.
The antisemitism
advisory board will have
a say over new measures
brought in under an
action plan for “driving
out antisemitism.” It
will also have a say over
which criticisms of Israel
are “illegitimate”.

This includes input
over a code of conduct
outlining what Labour
members can post on
social media, and over
the process for handling
antisemitism complaints.
Many of those
appointed to it are likely
to argue for restrictions
on support for Palestine.
They include Labour MP
Margaret Hodge, who
called Jeremy Corbyn
a “fucking antisemite
and a racist.”
She has explicitly

said that anti-Zionism—
opposition to Israel’s
founding ideology, which
justified the ethnic
cleansing of Palestinians—
is antisemitic.
Another appointee,
Mike Katz, has
applauded “stamping
out antisemitism and
anti‑Zionism in Labour.”
It’s another sign that
staying in the Labour
Party will mean having to
keep quiet on Palestine.
Read more online:
bit.ly/LabourAgainstPalestine
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Tories refuse to ‘follow science’
as they push for lockdown end
Boris Johnson has made a show of pretending to ‘face down’ Tory MPs demanding an end to
all restrictions by April. But he is pushing for his own timetable—regardless of virus levels
QUARANTINE HOTELS

TORIES, HARD right newspapers
and self-serving industry bodies
are coming together to demand
an end to all lockdown measures
by the end of April. They want
to ignore coronavirus levels—
however dangerous they are.
Some 60 backbenchers last
weekend also demanded that no
new virus protection measures are
put in place—ever.
“The vaccine gives us immunity
from Covid, but it must also give us
permanent immunity from Covidrelated lockdowns and restrictions,”
said the Tories’ Covid Recovery
Group.
Pub bosses were quick to join
in, with Patrick Dardis of Young’s
saying “the great British pub” is
“closed on unproven and unfounded
statistics”.
The government was keen to
play up these demands so that it
could appear as a moderating force.
Ministers insisted they would follow
a timetable “guided by the science”
and the media largely played along.
But it is not true that the government is checking lockdown
measures against the risk of the
pandemic.
Instead, Boris Johnson insisted
that falling Covid-19 rates are
paving the way for Britain to get
back to normal.
“Thanks to the efforts of the
British people, the lockdown, plus
possibly the effect of the vaccine,
we’re going to see the rates coming
down more sharply,” he said.
“They’re falling at the moment.
We want to be in a position where
we can begin to open up.”

Union demands
safe conditions

THE GMB union has said workers
in the government’s “quarantine
hotels” are being put at risk.
The policy, in which people
arriving in Britain must stay in
quarantine in a designated hotel,
began on Monday of this week.
But the GMB, which represents
security guards in the hotels,
has warned that they and other
workers risk contracting and
spreading the virus.
The union pointed to an
outbreak in Victoria, Australia,

G4S employs the guards

Keen

Johnson is next week set to
announce specific dates for the
full reopening of schools, and the
order in which businesses can then
restart. He is as keen as any Tory to
get workplaces fully open and commuter trains once again packed to
rafters.
He is widely expected to
announce 8 March as a reopening date for all schools in England.
That’s irrespective of the levels of
infection, or how much we know
about the risk.
Non-essential shops and pubs
and restaurants will follow soon
after.
The news was greeted with glee
by newspapers. The right wing press
thought the prime minister had
“gone soft” with lockdown measures and state support for people
who’ve lost jobs or income.
But leading scientists warned
that Britain could face another coronavirus wave as big as the current

BORIS JOHNSON is heading for another dangerous end to lockdown—cheered on by the press

one if lockdown measures were all
lifted.
“No vaccine is perfect,” said
Professor Steven Riley of Imperial
College London.
“In the short term, if we were to
allow a very large wave of infection,
that wave will find all the people
who couldn’t have the vaccine for
very good reason and those people
who had the vaccine but unfortunately it didn’t give them the protection they need.”
He added, “I think scientists are
genuinely worried.”
The Tories’ track record on
the virus has proved one thing
consistently—that profits come
way before people’s health.
No one should trust the government’s new guidelines when they
emerge.

Resist any risky reopenings
WORKERS TOLD to return
to offices and schools
must insist they are safe
before they go back.
No one should be put at risk
by their employers—even if
they are following government
diktat. And no non-essential
workplaces should reopen
until virus infection rates
have fallen consistently.
That means unions should
be using Section 44 of the
Employment Rights Act to
call people out of potentially
dangerous workplaces. The

Act allows for immediate
walkouts if workers are subject
to any health “detriment” or
a “deliberate failure to act”
on behalf of the employer.
Some activists want a legal
strike ballot before taking
action. But that could mean
putting workers—and others—
at grave risk for weeks.
Instead, we should use
the experience of schools
in January. Then the
government was forced into
new lockdown measures
after safety walkouts.
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which has has been linked to a
quarantine hotel, as a warning.
It said it was demanding
immediate negotiations with
private contractors G4S and Mitie,
who employ the security guards.
GMB national officer Nadine
Houghton said, “The government
has given security companies less
than 36 hours’ notice to put staff
and plans in place to carry out this
policy. It’s a shambles.
“This isn’t just about the safety
of workers, it’s about preventing
new variants from spreading at
a time when we are beginning to
turn the tide on the virus.
“We will not sit back while
our members are asked to do
potentially unsafe work.
“There must be thorough
negotiations on risk assessments
and ensuring proper PPE is being
provided.”
The union should advise
its members to leave work
immediately if conditions are
unsafe.
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INTERNATIONAL

How Trump
escaped in
the Senate
trial over
Capitol riot
by SOPHIE SQUIRE

FORMER US president Donald
has once again been acquitted
following an impeachment trial
by the Senate.
Trump escaped conviction last
Saturday despite seven senators
from his own Republican party
voting to convict him.
He was charged with incitement of insurrection and subsequently impeached by the House
of Representatives after last
month’s far right assault on the US
Capitol.
Under the US constitution, two
thirds of the Senate was required
to find him guilty. The 57 to 43
vote was not enough. At the “Save
America” rally he told his supporters to “fight like hell—or you’re not
going to have a country anymore”.
In reply to the overwhelming evidence against Trump, his lawyer
Michael Van der Veen ridiculously
said that those involved included
“fringe left” groups.
He said they had “hijacked the
event for their own purposes”.
But the Democrats also took
part in their own version of a
cover-up.
President Joe Biden and his team
confined the hearings to a very
narrow agenda—Trump’s personal
involvement in and responsibility
for the events on 6 January.

Debate

Trump’s first impeachment trial in
2019, which became a debate over
US foreign policy, dragged on for a
period of months and heard many
witnesses.
This one, which might have
revealed some truths about the
state machine, saw a hearing in the
Senate last less than a week.
There was no attempt to bring in
witnesses to the role of senior military and police figures who aided
the attackers.
The wider responsibility of the
Republicans in supporting Trump
and his efforts to overturn the election vote was also avoided.
Nearly 150 Republican

BACK STORY

Following the far right riots
on the US Capitol in January
Donald Trump was impeached
by the House of Representatives
for second time
lBut during a trial in the Senate,
the two thirds needed to find
Trump guilty was not reached
lSome Republicans are
celebrating the result
lAnti-racists must be ready to
take struggle to the streets

congresspeople voted against the
ratification of the election results.
This aligned them with Trump’s
lie that the election was stolen—the
myth that emboldened the far right.
Far from seeking to wreck the
Republicans, the Democrats have
shored them up. “We need a strong
Republican Party,” said Democrat
House of Representatives speaker
Nancy Pelosi after the vote.
There are splits inside the
Republicans.

Legacy

Some are seeking to push Trump’s
legacy aside. But others are celebrating the result.
The day after the impeachment
defeat senator Lindsey Graham
told Fox News, “Donald Trump is
the most vibrant member of the
Republican Party.
“The Trump movement is alive
and well. The most potent force in
the Republican Party is President
Trump.” It is clear Trumpism
remains a major threat, and the
impeachment result will give
confidence to its supporters.
But the Democrats cannot be
trusted in any way to fight it.
Resistance must be through
workers’ organisations, strikes,
Black Lives Matter and other campaigns on the streets.



On other pages...
Myanmar and the fight for
democracy >>Pages 14&15

DONALD TRUMP has been found not guilty in his second impeachment hearing

INDIA

State crackdown on farmers’ support
THE PANIC-GRIPPED Indian state
responded to massive support
for the farmers’ movement by
accusing everyone of conspiring
against it.
Police arrested a 21 year old
environmentalist for allegedly
using social media to mobilise
support for the farmers. She
had shared a campaign “toolkit”
promoted by Greta Thunberg.
Disha Ravi was frogmarched

from her home in Bangalore last
weekend and flown hundreds
of miles away to New Delhi for
interrogation.
Delhi police described the
kit as “a call to wage economic,
social, cultural and regional war
against India”.
Earlier in the week cops also
stormed the editorial offices
of independent news website
Newsclick.

The editor’s home was raided
for 36 hours and vital equipment
seized.
The crackdown comes as state
attacks on farmers continue.
Both must be met with massive
resistance.
It is time to bring together
all those who oppose the hard
right government and take to
the streets in a mass show of
defiance.

CATALONIA

Victories for independence parties in election
CATALAN pro‑independence
parties have increased their
parliamentary majority in the
region’s elections last
Sunday.
En Comu Podem, the coalition
that includes the regional branch
of Podemos, retained its eight
seats.
The biggest advance was
by the pro-independence and
anti-capitalist Popular Unity
Candidacy (CUP) which won nine
seats.
However the governing PSOE
socialist party took the largest
single share of the vote.
It stands for the unity of the

Spanish state.
One very worrying sign was
that the far right Vox party
grabbed 11 seats in the regional
parliament.
It took more than its
conservative rivals combined.
The poll was triggered last
September after the region’s
president was banned from office.
He displayed pro-independence
symbols on public buildings
during the 2019 general election
campaign.
The results underline the
importance of raising class
struggle issues as well as
independence.

FIGURE IT OUT

23

	
percent of votes were
taken by the PSOE
which is currently in
government

6.9

 percent of the vote
went to En Comu
Podem, which
includes a branch of
Podemos

6.7

 percent of votes
were won by Popular
Unity Candidacy, a
pro-independence left
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Just a
thought...

Demand
change at
G7 summit

Martin Empson
Treasurer, Campaign Against
Climate Change Trade Union group

Sexism comes
from above

Illustration:Tim Sanders

THIS JUNE the British
government has invited the
G7 world leaders to a
summit in Carbis Bay,
Cornwall, near St Ives.
They’ve chosen the luxury
hotel and its private beach
as a place that leaders and
their entourages can land
military helicopters. And
keep themselves protected
from protesters.
Tory prime minister
Boris Johnson has said that
the summit will focus on
using green technology as a
way of recovering from the
Covid-19 crisis.
It’s a capitalist,
technocrat vision of the
way forward that is focused
on big business profits
rather than social justice.
In addition to the G7,
Johnson has invited Indian
prime Narendra Modi and
Australian prime minister
Scott Morrison, and the
government of South
Korea.
In-person protest will be
difficult.
But every town in Britain
could organise a local event
online or offline.
The G7 and this year’s
additional guests bring
together issues of
sustainability, climate,
racism and the treatment of
minorities.
Johnson, Morrison, Modi
and the US’s Joe Biden
don’t represent the future—
they represent catastrophe.
We might not be able to
be on the streets in huge
demonstrations. But we can
still find ways to demand
“Another World Is Possible”
and make sure our protests
are heard.

Give black people ownership
of coronavirus vaccinations
TAKE UP of the coronavirus vaccine
has been much higher than
expected. A quarter of the British
adult population is now vaccinated.
Full credit must be given to NHS
doctors and nurses. They’ve
delivered this with an efficiency
that contrasts with the chaos of
Dido Harding’s privatised test and
trace programme, which wasted
£22 billion pounds.
But Covid-19 is still
disproportionately hitting black
and Asian communities.
In Tower Hamlets where I work,
south Asians are contracting
coronavirus at three times the rate
of those of white ethnicity. And
they have three times the death
rates.
That is why it is so alarming
that vaccine uptake is lower

among south Asians and black
people. For over-70s uptake
among whites is 84 percent,
compared to 67 percent among
South Asians and 55 percent
among black people.
But the gap is narrowing
compared to a few weeks ago.
Local GP practices are reaching
out to their patients and making
WhatsApp videos to counter
vaccine hesitancy.
It’s understandable that after
decades of institutional racism
within society and the NHS
that black, Asian and minority
ethnic (BAME) people become
uncertain when anti-vax messages
circulate.
After a local campaign we finally
got central NHS approval to open
a vaccine clinic at the London

Muslim Centre next to the east
London mosque.
This built on all the local work
done over decades creating links
between faith communities and
socialists, and fighting racism both
on and off our streets.
What we now need is the central
government to allow local
practices to directly vaccinate out
of our GP surgeries and health
centres. We need to go beyond
remote vaccination centres.
And we need local flexibility to
target BAME communities.
This is a risk which health
secretary Matt Hancock seems
unwilling to recognise in the
centrally driven vaccination
programme.

Dr Kambiz Boomla
Tower Hamlets, London

Ocado bosses do not
Resist attack on gender neutral toilets
deserve their bonuses
I AM appalled at the news
that Ocado directors are
being given such high value
bonuses during a pandemic.
I’ve worked at a
supermarket for minimum
wage so I understand first
hand how difficult and
unrewarding a job in this
environment can be.
But I can only imagine
the further difficulties this
pandemic presents. The pay
disparity alone is
disgusting.
The fact that Ocado is a
grocery company, an
essential service, seems to

make it worse.
I have disabled and
elderly relatives who live
far away.
One of the only ways I
can practically support
them during the pandemic
is delivering online
shopping to them.
To know that mine and
their money is going to
provide extortionate
bonuses, which could have
otherwise gone towards my
family’s care, is very
upsetting.

Grace
Sheffield

THE GOVERNMENT is
currently running a
consultation on “toilet
provision for men and
women”.
As a trans non-binary
person I want to explain
why this is of grave
concern.
At first the wording of
the consultation seems not
to be an issue.
It talks about the
problem with queuing for
women’s toilets. But then it
takes a turn into
transphobic rhetoric that
we see so often.
It mentions a number of
points—but the main

Trans women are not a threat

concern for me is around
gender neutral toilets.
One of the focuses
brought up in the
consultation is the idea that
gender neutral toilets are
an attack on the safety of
women.
This way of thinking is

dangerous as in reality it
leads to discrimination
against trans woman. And
also cis women who don’t
fit the ideal of what a
woman “should” look like.
Another thing presented
is the idea that disabled
toilets are a substitute for
gender neutral toilets.
This ignores the needs of
disabled people.
Please look the
consultation up and
respond to let the
government know why
what they’re proposing is
wrong.

Alex Unwin
Sheffield
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THE SEXISM that exists
in society is pushed by
Tory policy. They do
little to help working
class women. Working
class women shoulder
86 percent of benefit cuts
implemented by Tory led
austerity.
The gender pay gap
shows why working men
and women need to unite
to fight against sexism.
We’re weaker divided
and don’t benefit from
oppression.
Molly Docherty
Manchester

Refugees are
welcome
REFUGEES aren’t illegal.
Under international
law refugees have to
be treated fairly—the
government is breaking
the law.
Hugh Stanners
Facebook

l

SOME OF those
wanting the Tories
out said the refugee
barracks could not
be categorised as in
“bad condition”. It still
amuses me how most
politicians currently can
still dismiss, deny the
experience of people
asking for support.
Ricardo Pitorini
By Email

Solidarity
with strikers
BRITISH GAS cannot
survive without loyal
employees or customers.
Let’s stand united and
boycott them until they
stop their bullying tactics.
Mohammed Usman
Twitter

Justice for
Grenfell
THE GOVERNMENT is
now handing out ten
years of imprisonment
for dodging coronavirus
quarantine rules. But
not a single day has
been served inside for
those responsible for the
Grenfell fire.
John Curtis
Ipswich

Starmer is
useless
THE TORIES are killing
us all while Labour
leader Keir Starmer is
flying the British flag
to stir up nationalist
sentiments. We need a
real alternative.
Laura Elmley
Birmingham
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OVERSEAS
STUDENTS
STARVED
BY RACIST
RULES

University of East London’s campus gleams—but international students suffer

UNIVERSITIES

Money to bribe students but
not to meet their basic needs

U

International students were encouraged to come to
Britain despite the pandemic, so universities could
make money from them. Now lockdowns, job cuts and
a lack of support have left many struggling to survive,
reports Sophie Squire

A

NAMPARVEEN hasn’t got
the money to buy food—
but her university is still
sending emails asking
her to pay tuition fees.
This desperate situation
is the reality of life for international
students across Britain who are struggling during the pandemic.
Disgracefully, the Tories are overseeing
a situation where tens of thousands may
be struggling to get enough food.
In Newham, East London, a long line
of students gathers four days a week
outside a food bank set up specifically
to provide them with food.
The Newham Community Project
began feeding international students
after over a thousand turned up to a
local mosque for food during the first
lockdown.
Elyas, one of the organisers, told
Socialist Worker the charity has been
providing food for up to 2,000 people a
week. And for many, this is the only food
they’ll get in seven days.
Anamparveen, a student at the
University of East London, arrived in
Britain from India in October 2019. She
told Socialist Worker she “wouldn’t eat”
if she didn’t go to the food bank.
“I did think I shouldn’t take this food,
and save it for someone needier,” she
said. “But I can’t buy anything. We
became needy people.
“I’m crying all the time. But it’s really

hard to tell my family what’s going on. I
did tell my sister and she started crying
as well.”
Students are angry at how universities have failed to look out for their
well-being.

Hardship

Raghav arrived in Britain from India in
January last year. “The university told
us that there is a fund to help us,” he
told Socialist Worker. “But they haven’t
reached out. It’s been like this for a year,
and we still don’t know who to send an
email to.”
When Anamparveen finally got the
paperwork to sign up for the university’s hardship fund, she faced demeaning questions. She said, “The university
asks you questions like, ‘Have you tried

Volunteers for the
Newham Community
Project, in east London,
are struggling to meet
demand from people in
poverty as international
students join their ranks
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to find all means of employment? Give
proof of that.’ Of course, we have tried.
There’s no work. My husband has lost
jobs due to all the lockdowns.
“I can’t find any way to get help. I don’t
think I can get help from the government.”
Universities and the government
see international students as a way of
making money (see box). So they are
welcomed and encouraged to come
to Britain. Yet when they arrive, they
are met with the Tories’ racist hostile
environment.
International students, with a few
exceptions, are completely barred from
accessing any benefits under the No
Recourse to Public Funds (NRPF) rule.
NRPF has left a million migrants without any access to the money they need to
stay alive. It snatched free school meals

‘‘

Universities have
relied on charity and
the goodwill of others
instead of providing
help themselves

from migrant children. Now it’s driving
international students into hunger.
It isn’t students’ fault that the jobs
they may have hoped to rely on to get
by have dried up during the pandemic.
Being able to access benefits would
mean they could buy at least some of
what they need.

Poorest

But none of the students Socialist Worker
spoke to in Newham either received benefits or knew of a way to access them.
Many said information on where to find
help is hard to find—from their universities and from the government.
They are left to rely on charities.
International students are often seen
as coming from very rich families. It’s
true that the poorest people in the world
don’t get to go and study overseas. But
the line at the food bank in Newham
shows that not every international student is wealthy.
And racist rules drain their resources
even further. For instance, international
students from outside the European
Union can’t access student loans.
Instead, as Elyas explained, they are
forced to take out “high interest loans”
to pay for tuition fees and maintenance.
“University agents promise the world
to international students,” Elyas said.
“The students think, ‘Wow, this is a
great opportunity.’ But really universities don’t care about their welfare.”

Many students queuing in Newham
had been awarded scholarships that
cover their tuition but not much more.
Kalpesh received a scholarship from
the University of Greenwich, and they
paid for his flight from India to Britain
four months ago. But he told Socialist
Worker that the time he has spent here
has just been “hard”.
Kalpesh said the university had been
good at supporting students, but also
recommended that he use the food bank.
The crisis goes well beyond Newham.
Elyas said he has received calls from students across Britain asking for help.
In some cases, universities have
relied on the charity and goodwill of
other students instead of providing
help themselves. In Birmingham, for
instance, a student set up a food bank
on campus to feed students who had lost
their jobs last September.
But the assumption that international
students have deep pockets makes it
easier for them to be forgotten.
Many of the students have described
what they are going through as “abandonment”. That’s exactly what it is.
Universities and the state have failed
because their only concern is to squeeze
money out of people, not to meet their
needs.
For the desperate students in
Newham, that means they either rely
on charity or starve.
Names have been changed

A line of students waits
to pick up essentials at
Newham Community
Project foodbank. In
their prospectuses,
universities paint
a great picture of
togetherness for
international students.
But all too often the
reality is poverty and
isolation

Boss won’t pay me, now I
can’t find my rent
THE EXPERIENCE of being an
international student can be marred
by homesickness, loneliness and
language barriers.
Often classes are geared towards
students who grew up in Britain.
International students often feel
segregated.
For poor students, there are other
material drawbacks to studying in
Britain. They come from racist rules
and exploitative bosses.
Most students hold Tier Four
Visas that only allow them to
work for 20 hours a week or
risk deportation. International
students are more likely to suffer
unacceptable pay and conditions.
Kabir is an international student
at the University of West London. “I
was cheated by a boss out of four
months’ pay,” he said. “I was working
and he just wouldn’t pay me. Now I
can’t pay rent but still have to pay
the rest of my tuition fees.”
Kabir is paying £12,500 a year
in fees. He’s managed £10,000, but
can’t pay the rest.
“I don’t think I can stay here
because my fees are just too high,”
he said.

NIVERSITIES LIED to
international students to
persuade them to continue
their studies—because
international students mean big
money.
Fees at public universities are now
capped at £9,250. Yet there are no
regulations on how much students
from outside the European Union
can be charged.
That means they can pay as much
as £20,000 for just one year of study.
International student Aarav has
been in Britain for two months.
“They are taking so much money
from us,” he told Socialist Worker.
“But they are not providing any
essentials.”
One report in 2018 found that
international students were worth
a staggering £20 billion to the
British economy. But the pandemic
threatened to disrupt this cosy
income stream.
Andrew Connors, head of higher
education at Lloyds bank, said last
year that every university expected
to lose out due to the pandemic. “For
some the potential loss to income
is projected to be greater than £100
million,” he said.

Persuaded

Universities panicked about losing
international students. So they
persuaded students to return for the
next academic year.
Many assured students that
campuses would be safe and
that there would be in person
teaching. They used bribes, too.

‘‘

Students are right to
be angry. Universities
pay for jets to get
them back to campus
but not for food

Some, including the University of
Manchester, chartered flights from
China to bring students back to their
accommodation.
The safe campuses and in
person teaching that students
were promised never materialised.
Students were left trapped in their
rooms and denied the university
experience they were promised. And
for many this has led to loneliness
and suffering.
“I wanted to come to university
to mingle,” said Amparveen. “But I
haven’t been able to do that. I have
no friends.
“If I knew we’d just be studying
online, I could have done that at
home in India with my family.”

Charitable

Students are right to be angry.
Universities can pay for chartered
flights to get students back to unsafe
campuses but won’t provide financial
aid to students in desperate need.
Government policies have
encouraged universities to act like
businesses.
For over two decades Labour, Tory
and coalition governments have
hiked up tuition fees to a staggering
£9,250 a year for those of British
nationality.
Most universities are provided
with grants by the government
and many are so-called “charitable
institutions”.
Universities have raced to expand
campuses in order to attract more
students, especially from overseas,
pouring money into new buildings.
They also make money from student
accommodation—another motive for
luring international students back to
campuses.
So, Nottingham Trent University
said it would guarantee international
students a place in university
owned student accommodation this
academic year.
The vast amount of money raked
in isn’t all used to keep universities
running or pay workers good wages.
University chancellors often
earn up to £500,000 a year. And
universities sit on vast reserves. In
2018 they hoarded over £44 billion.
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WHAT WE
STAND FOR

These are the core politics of
the Socialist Workers Party.
INDEPENDENT WORKING
CLASS ACTION
Under capitalism workers’ labour
creates all profit. A socialist
society can only be constructed
when the working class seizes
control of the means of production
and d emocratically plans how they
are used.

WHAT’S ON

Email your meetings to events@socialistworker.co.uk or phone 020 7840 5600

Socialist Workers Party online meetings

LGBT+ history month

REVOLUTION NOT REFORM
The present system cannot be
patched up or reformed as the
established Labour and trade
union leaders say.
It has to be overthrown.
Capitalism systematically
degrades the natural world.
Ending environmental crisis
means creating a new society.
THERE IS NO
PARLIAMENTARY ROAD
The structures of the present
parliament, army, police and
judiciary cannot be taken over
and used by the working class.
They grew up under capitalism
and are designed to protect the
ruling class against the workers.
The working class needs an
entirely different kind of state—a
workers’ state based upon
councils of workers’ delegates and
a workers’ militia.
At most parliamentary
activity can be used to make
propaganda against the present
system.
Only the mass action of the
workers themselves can destroy
the system.
INTERNATIONALISM
The struggle for socialism is
part of a worldwide s truggle.
We campaign for solidarity with
workers in other countries.
We oppose everything which
turns workers from one country
against those from other countries.
We oppose racism and
imperialism.We oppose all
immigration controls.
We support the right of black
people and other oppressed
groups to organise their own
defence.We support all genuine
national liberation movements.
The experience of Russia
demonstrates that a socialist
revolution cannot survive in
isolation in one country.
In Russia the result was
state capitalism, not socialism.
In Eastern Europe and China
a similar system was later
established by Stalinist parties.
We support the struggle of
workers in these countries against
both private and state capitalism.
We are for real social,
economic and political equality
of women.
We are for an end to all forms
of discrimination against lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender
people.
We oppose discrimination
against disabled people including
those who experience mental
distress.
We defend the right of
believers to practise their religion
without state interference.
THE REVOLUTIONARY PARTY
To achieve socialism the most
militant sections of the working
class have to be organised into a
revolutionary socialist party.
Such a party can only be
built by activity in the mass
organisations of the working class.
We have to prove in p ractice
to other workers that reformist
leaders and reformist ideas are
opposed to their own i nterests.
We have to build a rank and
file movement within the unions.
To join us, turn to page 16 or
go to www.swp.org.uk or
phone 020 7840 5602

BIRMINGHAM
Pamphlet launch: Pride
Politics & Protest—A
Revolutionary Guide
to LGBT+ Politics
Wed 24 Feb, 7pm
281-634-5938

EXETER AND PLYMOUTH
Pamphlet launch: Pride
Politics & Protest—A
Revolutionary Guide
to LGBT+ Politics
Thu 25 Feb, 7.30pm
865-2972-2883

BRISTOL
The origins of LGBT+
oppression
Thu 25 Feb,
7.30pm
688-397-3148

HUDDERSFIELD
The origins of LGBT+
oppression
Wed 24 Feb,
6.30pm
290-168-1804

CAMBRIDGE
The origins of LGBT+
oppression
Thu 25 Feb,
7.30pm
681-800-4408

LANCASTER
The origins of LGBT+
oppression
Thu 25 Feb,
7pm
992-204-9372

BRADFORD

Navalny and the political
crisis in Russia
Thu 25 Feb, 7pm
885 9187 7552

CHESTERFIELD

BRIGHTON AND HOVE

The united front—
theory and practice
Thu 25 Feb,
6.30pm
829-532-8731

BURNLEY AND PENDLE

How would socialists
deal with a pandemic?
Wed 24 Feb
7.30pm
823-945-1917

Navalny and the political
crisis in Russia
Thu 25 Feb,
6.30pm
841 2142 3683
Indian workers and
farmers—mass revolt
against Modi
Wed 24 Feb,
7.30pm
856 0963 2675

COVENTRY

EAST MIDLANDS

The fightback against
the attacks on abortion
rights in Poland
Wed 24 Feb, 7pm
354-874-4790

The Socialist Workers Party is holding online
meetings during the coronavirus crisis. This
is to ensure that there can still be collective
local discussion, organising and actions.
Most of the meetings will be held using the
Zoom system. Download the Zoom app onto
your phone or computer and just before the
time given for your local meeting ask to “Join
a meeting”.
Y ou can then enter the number printed on
this page for the appropriate meeting. The
password for all meetings is 967537.
Make sure you look at the SWP Facebook
page
facebook.com/SocialistWorkersParty for
news of national online meetings and other
updates.

LONDON: HACKNEY
The origins of LGBT+
oppression
Thu 25 Feb,
7.30pm
798-534-2585
LONDON: SOUTH EAST
The origins of LGBT+
oppression
Thu 25 Feb,
7pm
529-913-6390
LONDON: WEST AND
NORTH WEST
The origins of LGBT+
oppression
Thu 25 Feb,
7.30pm
824-3598-9096
EDINBURGH & EAST SCOTLAND

The Egyptian Revolution—
why it matters ten years on
Wed 24 Feb,
7.30pm
431-459-112
GLASGOW

The Egyptian Revolution—
why it matters ten years on
Thu 25 Feb,
6.30pm
851-5254-7239
HARLOW

Women and the family
under capitalism
Thu 25 Feb,
7.30pm
832-8746-7480

NEWCASTLE
Pamphlet launch: Pride
Politics & Protest—A
Revolutionary Guide
to LGBT+ Politics
Wed 24 Feb, 7pm
368-595-2712
NORWICH
Pamphlet launch: Pride
Politics & Protest—A
Revolutionary Guide
to LGBT+ Politics
Wed 24 Feb, 7.30pm
906-652-5299
OXFORD AND
THAMES VALLEY
The origins of LGBT+
oppression
Wed 24 Feb, 7pm
861 2001 6477
KENT

The Egyptian Revolution—
why it matters ten years on
Thu 25 Feb,
8.15pm
434-623-8064
LEEDS

How would socialists
deal with a pandemic?
Thu 25 Feb,
7pm
881 4770 0676
LIVERPOOL

Palestine, Zionism and the
struggle for liberation
Wed 24 Feb,
7pm
493-925-5919

PORTSMOUTH
The origins of LGBT+
oppression
Wed 24 Feb, 7.30pm
488-934-2809
SHEFFIELD AND
SOUTH YORKSHIRE
Pamphlet launch: Pride
Politics & Protest—A
Revolutionary Guide
to LGBT+ Politics
Thu 25 Feb, 7pm
528-174-9278
WALES
Pamphlet launch: Pride
Politics & Protest—A
Revolutionary Guide
to LGBT+ Politics
Thu 25 Feb, 7pm
902-964-963
LONDON: HARINGEY

From Blair to Starmer—
why won’t Labour
oppose the Tories?
Wed 24 Feb,
7.30pm
459-388-1576
LONDON: ISLINGTON

Why we need a million
climate jobs
Thu 25 Feb, 7pm
874-012-7970
LONDON: NEWHAM

Pioneer of liberation—
how should we remember
Mary Wollstonecraft?
Wed 24 Feb, 7.30pm
288-098-8827

WIGAN
The origins of LGBT+
oppression
Thu 25 Feb,
7pm
872-5136-9540
YORK AND SCARBOROUGH
Pamphlet launch: Pride
Politics & Protest—A
Revolutionary Guide
to LGBT+ Politics
Wed 24 Feb,
7.30pm
827-489-7492

LONDON:SOUTH

Fighting for abortion
rights—from Poland to
the US and Britain
Wed 24 Feb, 7pm
497-196-1801
LONDON:TOWER HAMLETS

Indian workers and
farmers—mass revolt
against Modi
Wed 24 Feb, 7.30pm
818-391-0420
MANCHESTER

Covid and economic crisis—
will the unions fight?
Wed 24 Feb, 7.15pm
323-178-7151
SOUTHAMPTON

Can there be a progressive
patriotism?
Wed 24 Feb, 7.30pm
381-513-5080
TELFORD

After the storming of the
Capitol—Trump, the far
right and the US under Biden
Thu 25 Feb, 7.30pm
791-7178-2356
WOLVERHAMPTON & WALSALL

The Egyptian Revolution—
why it matters ten years on
Wed 24 Feb, 7.30pm
913 6646 7067

CONTACT
THE SWP
Phone 020 7840 5600
Email enquires@
swp.org.uk
Post PO Box 74955
London E16 9EJ
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BBC documentary gives an
insight into how Trump ruled
The second episode of Trump Takes On the World airs this week. It’s a
glimpse inside the ruthless workings of US imperialism, writes Sam Ord
TRUMP TAKES On the World is a
fascinating documentary that offers
us insight into the dangerous mind
of the former US president.
The three-part series features
some of Trump’s biggest and most
significant decisions—as well as the
chaos and the “business approach” to
politics.
The documentary spotlights how
Trump tried to manage the US’s
imperial interests across the world,
and his fractious relationship with
other Western countries.
There’s little political analysis. But
interviews and footage give an insight
into the workings of those at the top.
The first part, which aired last
week, focuses on Trump’s relationship
with European governments after
he ditched the Paris climate change
agreement.
The documentary shows developing relationships between Trump and
then prime minister Theresa May.
French president Emmanuel Macron
and German chancellor Angela
Merkel line up against them.
Forever putting “America First” and
“Keeping America great” shook the
European leaders as they saw cooperation with the US begin to wither.
The second episode, which aired
shortly after Socialist Worker went
to press, follows Trump’s scheming
in the Middle East.
Trump is revealed as a warmonger.
After Syrian president Bashar
al-Assad is accused of using chemical
weapons, Trump responds quickly, “I
want him taken out.”
He was then told by then deputy
national security adviser, K T
McFarland, “You can’t do that, it’s an
act of war.”
It’s just one example of how Trump
tried to reassert forcefully the US’s
control over the Middle East.
Trump’s “deal of the century”,
touted as a peace deal between
Israel and Palestinians, was actually
an attempt to solidify Israel’s occupation of Palestine.
The documentary features the
head of the Palestine Liberation
Organisation mission to the US,
Husam Zomlot.
He points out that the Palestinian
Authority never signed up to the deal.
Newly appointed Jared Kushner, who
was tasked with asserting Israel’s
dominance under the guise of “peace
talks”, wasn’t interested in what the
Palestinians wanted.
We might not like to look back on
Trump’s rule. But this documentary
tells us a lot about how he did it—
and in doing so, tells us something
about the US too.
Wednesdays at 9pm on BBC2, then on
BBC iPlayer
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STREAMING

INVISIBLE CITY
Out now on Netflix

NETFLIX’S newest fantasy
series blends Brazilian
folklore with environmental
issues to bring an
enchanting fable.
Invisible City tells
the story of Eric, an
environmental officer
investigating his wife’s
death in a forest fire.
The fire is allegedly
started by corporations
hoping to buy up land. The
series is timely as Brazilian
president Jair Bolsonaro
faces charges for destruction
of the Amazon rainforest.
Alongside the forest fire,
fish are dying in the river.
Other mysterious events
lead Eric to discover a group
of gods from Brazilian
legend.
The visuals are mostly
stunning, and the plot is fast
paced. The creatures have
the feel of those in films by
director Guillermo del Toro.
Invisible City does lack
slightly in originality.
It owes a lot mostly to the
many fantasy crime series
that have come before. And
Eric is a typically tortured
main character.
But the inclusion of
folklore could be interesting.
The series could do with
providing more background
for the legends it portrays.
But it will be a hit with fans
of Grimm and Buffy the
Vampire Slayer.
And in a time where
climate change is central
to politics, Invisible City is
perfect fare.
While it doesn’t delve
deeply into the issue, the
parallels between this
fantasy w orld and the
reality of environmental
stresses are clear.
And the episodes are
short enough to make
great lockdown viewing for
anyone into decent fantasy.
Gabby Thorpe

JAMES NESBITT as troubled cop Tom Brannick

Cop drama touches on the Troubles
TELEVISION

BLOODLANDS
9pm Sunday 21 February, BBC1

BLOODLANDS SEES James
Nesbitt star as a cop on the
hunt for a serial killer known as
Goliath—named after one of the
iconic Harland and Wolff cranes
in Belfast.
While examining a car that
had been dumped in Strangford
Lough, detective Tom Brannick
realises that a postcard links it to
an earlier case.
On top of the police
thriller, Bloodlands explores
whether seeking justice for
Goliath’s victims could or

should jeopardise the peace in
Northern Ireland. It looks to be
questioning what it was worth
doing to get peace.
The bad paramilitaries are
checked early. But we are also
dealing with at least police
collusion and possibly more.
Files are missing, leads
were ignored in the initial
investigation and senior cops still
want them ignored.
The murderer was responsible
for Brannick’s wife’s death and
she happened to work in military
intelligence.
There is quite a lot of nice but
bleak Northern Ireland urban
settings and rural scenery for
Nesbitt to stare at meaningfully

in the way troubled coppers in
these things tend to do.
The first episode had to do
quite a lot of exposition. There
was the Troubles thing, Catholics
didn’t like the police, then there
was the Good Friday Agreement
and then there was peace.
The strong Northern Irish cast
means it is all done quite well.
But it did eat into the time of the
first episode.
The four-part series, if nothing
else, looks to be a solid enough
cop story. And it may develop
into something that goes further
than simply using Northern
Ireland and the Troubles as a
backdrop.
Simon Basketter

What’s on at

Bookmarks

The socialist bookshop

Pitch Battles: Sport,
Racism and Resistance

Online booklaunch with
author Peter Hain
6pm, Friday 5 March
Go to Bookmarks the
socialist bookshop on
Facebook
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Socialist Worker

T

HE streets
c ramm e d to
bursting with
protesters.
Groups of
c h a n t i n g
students snaking through
the crowds with improvised
banners against the
military government.
White-coated delegations
from hospitals mingling
with engineers in hard hats
and many, many thousands
of others.
It could be a scene from
Myanmar today—or from
protests that gripped the
South East Asian country
in 2007, 1988 and many
occasions before. And on
each, the illusion that people
from all classes had the same
interests in opposing the
regime was to be its undoing.
The huge wave of
demonstrations happening
now are again filled with
workers’ delegations. They are
a chance to break from a past
littered with brutal repression
and create a new history of
revolts.
But
grasping
the
opportunity involves ordinary
people looking to their own
power, rather than relying on
well-spoken liberals.
The August 1988 protests
were dubbed the “8888” by the
students who led them. They
were sparked by a seemingly
small incident a few months
earlier—a fight over music in a
Yangon tea shop.
The son of a minor government
official stabbed a student and
the military tried to cover up the
killing. But students—already
enraged by years of dictatorship
and economic stagnation—took
to the streets.
General Ne Win, who had led
the regime since 1962, sent in
riot police to cut the students
down. They killed hundreds and
arrested thousands.

E

YEWITNESS Bertil
Lintner recalled one
of many massacres.
“When we had
passed a culvert,
which we call the
‘White Bridge’, we suddenly
halted. A barbed wire fence had
been strung across the road in
front of us. Beyond it, to our
horror, we saw soldiers armed
with automatic rifles—which
they were aiming at us,” he
remembered.
“Then we looked behind us.
We were petrified. There were
hundreds of Lon Htein [riot
police] in steel helmets and
armed with clubs, rifles and cane
shields… An order rang out and
Lon Htein charged the students.
“Clubs swished and bones
cracked. There were groans and
shrieks as students fell to the
ground bleeding… After about
an hour, the orgy in violence
was over.
“Sprawling corpses lay oozing
in pools of blood all over the
street. Even the so-called ‘White
Bridge’ was now red.”
Instead of quashing the
movement, the repression

destroying the regime for good.
But as the protest movement
reached its height, splits in its
ranks began to emerge.
A small but significant layer
of middle class professionals
that formed the movement’s
leadership began to fear the
action from below.
They were desperate to be
free of the constraints of the
regime. But they wanted people
like themselves to be in charge of
the new Myanmar, not the street
fighting and striking rabble from
the slums.
These better-off types saw no
contradiction in an apparently
democratic system that kept the
majority in poverty.
In a calculated move Lwin
resigned and the regime then
appointed a civilian supporter
as leader.
This, the army hoped,
would enable the “respectable”
leadership of the democracy
movement to control the more
“rowdy” elements.

A

t
MASS PROTESTS against the lates

military coup

MYANMAR AND
THE FIGHT FOR
DEMOCRACY
The military in Myanmar have detained Aung San Suu Kyi.
Socialist Worker looks at how previous uprisings unfolded
in the country and asks how workers can win today

Aung San Suu Kyi

helped spread it to both workers
and professionals.
The regime responded by
throwing down a gauntlet. In
August it appointed General
Sein Lwin, who had led the
crackdown on students, as the
new leader. He quickly declared
martial law.
The weeks that followed saw
frenzied activity. There were
huge protests and a general
strike of millions. Sections of the
military split from the regime
and for a month the generals

‘‘

They massacred
unarmed
civilians
by the
thousands

were absolutely paralysed.
Workers set up neighbourhood
committees and in the
countryside farmers too joined
the protests.
It was increasingly clear that
workers and the poor were
coupling economic demands
for better wages and living
conditions to the fight for
democracy. For them the two
questions were intrinsically
linked. Groups of workers and
students stormed government
buildings and came close to

T THIS point
the previously
little-considered
figure of Aung
San Suu Kyi took
centre stage.
Suu Kyi was the daughter
of the assassinated fighter
against the British Aung San—
accepted by most as “the father
of the nation”.
She was Oxford-educated,
married to a European and had
worked for the United Nations.
Now she was forming an
opposition party, the National
League for Democracy (NLD),
with a group of retired army
officers who hated the junta.
The NLD accepted the need
for protests but wanted to use
them to push for parliamentary
elections, not radical change.
In her rapid rise to becoming
the face of the movement Suu
Kyi sought to redirect it away
from confrontation and towards
conciliation.
At a huge rally in late August
she urged the crowd “not to lose
their affection for the army”
and insisted that demands
for democracy could only be
achieved by “peaceful means”.
But Suu Kyi’s arrival only
bought the regime time to
regroup to crush their opposition,
including her.
Sensing weakness, the army
repaid her with unspeakable
violence. Troops returned to
Yangon and killed whoever they
came across.
They massacred unarmed
civilians by the thousands and
atrocities included the cremation
of protest leaders while they
were still alive.
Many of those who escaped,
including Suu Kyi, were later
thrown in jail or put under house
arrest.
The workers’ movement had
a brief moment when it held the
initiative, but now the moment
was lost.
In the years that followed
the regime tried to drape itself
with democratic credentials.
Limited elections were held and
certain reforms granted in a

‘‘ ’’‘‘ ’’

bid to win over a largely hostile
international opinion.
Rising fuel prices in 2007 led
to small street protests, which
were eagerly embraced by
students.
After regime thugs fired on
marchers, Buddhist monks
joined the movement. Soon the
fuel protests were spreading—
and again demanding the fall of
the regime.

EYEWITNESS
PLACE
HERE
COMMENT
COMMENT

Why Britain assists the
crimes of Saudi Arabia

T

HE MONKS took
the lead in the
revived movement
and issued a statement calling for
mass protests. It
read, “We pronounce the evil
military despotism, which is
impoverishing and pauperizing our people of all walks,
including the clergy, as the
common enemy of all our
citizens.”
This time around, the belief in
Suu Kyi and her NLD party was
far stronger and workers’ action
far more constrained.
There was a widespread
feeling that the military would
soon give way to democratic
rule.
But the revived protest
campaign was again repressed
by the army and police and soon
died down.
The intervention of the US
in Myanmar’s politics helped
quench the movement.
The Barack Obama
administration saw huge
strategic advantage in having
the country as an ally against its
main economic rival China.
Over a period of a few years
the regime negotiated a fudge
with the NLD.
That saw Suu Kyi released
from house arrest, and elections
in which the military was
guaranteed a large chunk of
seats.
The arrangement suited the
liberal professional class well.

Saudi Arabia
continues to wage a
brutal, yet profitable
war in Yemen.
Nick Clark explains
the role of western
imperialism

Student
demonstrators
taking part in the
8888 uprising
(top) Buddhist
monks leading the
protests in 2007
(above)

I

N THE later elections
of 2015 the NLD won a
landslide victory and Suu
Kyi was later declared the
country’s prime minister.
She quickly made her
peace with the army.
The new government and
its military sought to redirect
the still live class anger over
economic issues by instituting a
wave of ethnic nationalism.
It brought back the racialised
categories instigated under
British rule, and used later by the
army regime, to declare that some
groups were merely “associated
citizens” of Myanmar. Others

READ MORE

The Hidden History of
Burma: Race, Capitalism
and the Crisis of
Democracy in the 21st
Century
lThant Myint-U
£14.99
Myanmar: A Political
History
lNehginpao Kipgen
£25.99
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The Rohingyas: Inside
Myanmar’s Hidden
Genocide
lAzeem Ibrahim
£12.99
Available at Bookmarks,
the socialist bookshop.
Phone 020 7637 1848 or
go to bookmarksbook
shop.co.uk

were demonised to a greater
degree. Rohingya Muslims from
the Rakhine state became a
particular target of the Suu Kyi
regime.
The army was unleashed to
attack them in their towns and
villages—and later to crush
those who tried to resist the state
with arms.
What followed was a
campaign of ethnic cleansing
that included military rape,
murder and torching of homes.
Hundreds of thousands of
Rohingya were driven out of
Myanmar into neighbouring
Bangladesh and are yet to return.
Today many thousands are
again on the streets after the
army deposed the Suu Kyi
government. It appears that even
the meek threat that she posed
to military control was too much
for them to bear.
The generals fear that her
NLD party could open the door
to a more radical democracy
movement that would finally
remove them from the real
positions of power.
The lesson of the past three
decades must be that workers
have the power to overthrow
the generals.
They can build a democratic
society far more radical than Suu
Kyi and her acolytes could ever
imagine or offer.

EVEN THE US has said
it will stop arming Saudi
Arabia’s war on Yemen.
But Britain insists it will
keep the bombs coming.
US president Joe Biden
announced earlier this
month that the US no longer
supported the war, and would
end “relevant” arms sales.
This has little to do with
concern for ordinary people.
Biden is trying to cut a deal
with Iran, whose allies Saudi
Arabia are fighting in Yemen.
Still, Labour politicians—
and even some Tories—
expected the British
government to follow suit.
Again this was more about
not being “out of step with
our allies”, as Labour’s Lisa
Nandy put it than it was
about the lives of Yemenis.
But the government refused.
Martin Butcher of
charity Oxfam said the
arms sales show, “UK
politicians have put profit
before Yemeni lives.”

Customer

There are huge sums of
money involved. Saudi Arabia
is by far the biggest customer
of Britain’s weapons industry.
Britain has sold at least
£16 billion worth of arms
to Saudi Arabia since the
war began in 2015.
But there’s more to Britain’s
murky relationship with Saudi
Arabia than weapons deals.
Whenever politicians
are made to defend
them, they usually talk
about the importance
of Britain’s relationship
with Saudi Arabia.
But sometimes they
hint at the real point.
In a debate in parliament
in 2019, two Tory MPs
argued that if Britain cut
off arms sales to Saudi
Arabia, then Russia or China
would take its place.
It would “anchor that
country in the orbit of
Russia or China, as the

ANTI-WAR PROTESTERS in London

Iranian regime already is,”
said MP Julian Lewis.
For western politicians,
selling weapons to Saudi
Arabia is about much
more than the profits
of the arms dealers.
It’s also about shoring up
a relationship that keeps
Saudi Arabia on its side.
British politicians are
desperate to make sure
they’re the ones that do it.
Saudi Arabia was always
important to Britain.
The British Empire backed
the regime’s founders
as part of the carve-up
of the Middle East after
the First World War.
The state developed
with close political and
economic ties to Britain.
Gulf oil profits flowed
through the City of London,
even as the US replaced
Britain as the dominant
power in the Middle East.
Even as Saudi Arabia
looks for ways to break
away from the oil industry,
Britain wants to make
sure it’s involved.

‘‘

Politicians
have put
profit before
Yemeni
lives

The shadow Gulf Strategy
Fund is a £20 million a
year pot of money that
Britain sets aside solely for
spending on Saudi Arabia
and its neighbours.
Some of this is invested
in new infrastructure and
industry as the Saudi regime
is trying to develop.
Military ties are
part of this too.
The Tories won’t reveal
much of what it’s spent on as
at least some of it involves
the security services.
But £2.4 million of
the fund has gone on
Saudi Arabia’s army.

Trade

Arms deals, trade and
politics go hand in hand.
Tory defence secretary,
Michael Heseltine put the
relationship like this in
1989. “Saudis should have
a continuing relationship
with this country.
“They want the kit and
they are going to get it
from somewhere. So why
shouldn’t we sell it?”
Boris Johnson made
the same argument as
foreign secretary in 2016.
Ditching Saudi Arabia,
he said, would mean
“vacating a space that
would rapidly be filled by
other Western countries.”
So the US can end some of
its own arms sales to Saudi
Arabia, knowing that Britain
will take up the slack.
In return, Britain clings on
to some kind of influence—all
at the cost of Yemeni lives.
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EGYPTIAN REVOLUTION—TEN YEARS ON

A glimpse of what democracy could look like
THE EGYPTIAN Revolution
was the result of the coming
together of two forces—those
of the street with those of the
workplace. And in both, the
question of democracy was
crucial.
Initially workplace battles
focused on economic issues,
and demands to remove particular tyrannical bosses.
But as the movement grew
in confidence, and hundreds
of thousands more joined the
struggle, demands became
increasingly political.
Now there were arguments
about whether to target prominent regime individuals, the
dictatorship as a whole, or
even the entire economic
system.

Sharp

These questions were a sign
that even within the revolution there were sharp differences of opinion.
Political forces included
the Islamic reformers of the
Muslim Brotherhood, mainstream liberals, and the left,
including a small but influential group of revolutionary
socialists.
The question of how to
decide which strategies best

TAHRIR SQUARE—a place where people could debate the way forward	

fitted the situation started
to be answered by the creation of networks of independent trade unions. These new
bodies were created in the
heat of strikes.
They encompassed wide
layers of people, from the
very poorest to some among
the precarious middle classes.

And they spread from mill
workers to bus drivers, and
on to civil servants, and even
doctors.
Meetings of workers voted
on the issues of the day, and
were able to keep their elected
leaders accountable.
They became vital spaces in
which ordinary people got a

say in how the growing revolution would proceed.
There were also attempts to
link the rank and file leaders
of new formations so that they
could coordinate their actions.
And it was here that the revolutionary socialists were at
their strongest.
The bringing together of

political traditions trying to
convince others that they had
the best strategies.
There, mixed together,
were people from various
religious backgrounds and
classes.
Like the new unions, Tahrir
was also an experiment in
democracy.
Activists had a chance to
demonstrate how extending
the revolution would protect
religious minorities from persecution, and how oppressed
people became leaders in
their own right.

Insurgent

One way for the ruling military to head off this insurgent democracy from below
was to institute a presidential
election from above.
The presidential election of
2012 passed the initiative to
the right, giving prominence
to official and “respectable”
forces.
It was an arena in which
the newly emerging leaders
from the bottom of society
were ill-equipped to fight.
This is part of a series
of articles on Egypt in
revolution Read our coverage
at bit.ly/EgyptSW2021
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‘The Tories
don’t care
about our
children’s
safety’
by SADIE ROBINSON

RUTHBA GOES to work
every day in a sector that’s
“filled with fear” and where
“stress levels are through the
roof”.
Most people are advised to work
from home if possible during the
coronavirus lockdown.
But Ruthba is an early years
worker—and like hundreds of
thousands across England, she’s
expected to work as normal.
“It has been frustrating and very
stressful,” Ruthba told Socialist
Worker. “Leading Sage scientists
have said there is no scientific rationale for keeping early years s ettings
open while schools are closed.
“The government has done nothing to support us.”
Adele, an early years special
needs teacher, is also going to
work—despite huge risks.
“Almost all of us have had Covid,”
Adele told Socialist Worker. “It’s
been chaos as people have had to
isolate, and there have been times
when we’ve had to close.
“It messes with your head knowing
you aren’t safe. I listen to the radio
saying we all have to stay at home
while I’m on my way into work.”

Vulnerable

Since 5 January schools and colleges across England have been
open only to vulnerable children
and those with key worker parents. But early years settings such
as nurseries and pre-schools remain
open to all.
Elizabeth, a parent in Newcastleunder-Lyme, was “shocked and horrified” at the news.
“Children and staff could take the
virus home,” she told a NEU union
online meeting earlier this month.
“I’m disgusted that the government
cares so little for the safety of our
children.”
Nursery school head teacher Sally
Leese from Birmingham said Boris
Johnson’s lockdown announcement
“felt like a punch to the gut”.
“Our prime minister dismissed an

BACK STORY

When schools closed in
January, early years workers
found they still had to work
through lockdown
lDespite outbreaks of the virus,
the Tories expected nurseries to
stay open
lBut workers have fought back.
Hundreds joined a meeting,
others demanded that the
government give financial aid
lAnd some even refused to work
altogether

entire workforce, making them feel
they are worthless,” she said.
Adele agreed. “It’s like we have
to be in work as our lives are not as
important,” she said.
The Tories say early years settings
are safe. They lie.
Reports of coronavirus cases
from early years settings to schools
inspectorate Ofsted nearly doubled
in just one week last month.
There were 1,267 reports in the
week starting 4 January–and 2,357
the following week.
Each report means at least one
positive coronavirus case—and
could mean several cases.
Public Health England recorded
43 Covid-19 outbreaks in nurseries
between 25 and 31 January.
The figure for the previous week
was 37.
“We work in a sector where it is
virtually impossible to socially distance with such young children,”
explained Ruthba. “How can you
make this sector Covid safe?”
She said workers need testing
and that the government “need to
close us with the exception of children of key workers and vulnerable
children”.
“I wish we all staged a one-day
strike,” she said. “That would teach
them a lesson.”



What’s your story?
Email with your ideas
reports@socialistworker.co.uk

WORKERS SAY that keeping early years education facilities open is dangerous for children and staff

Privatisation and underfunding have
pushed the early years sector into crisis
“THE GOVERNMENT has
put a gun to the head of the
sector and is letting Covid pull
the trigger.”
That’s how Ruthba describes
the situation facing early years.
Funding is based on children’s
attendance. But fewer parents
are choosing to send children
to nursery settings due to the
pandemic, while others are partly
closed as the virus spreads.
Swathes could shut for good.
Ruthba said the problems are
rooted in a push for privatisation.
“Twenty years ago, most early
years settings were provided
by local councils or community
nurseries,” she said.
“Today the private sector
accounts for 84 percent of
childcare providers in Britain.”
More parents are priced out
of using settings as “nursery fees
have gone up four times faster
than wages”.
“There are a growing number
of mega chains,” said Ruthba.
“Most are now vulnerable and
some will go out of business.”
Adele said, “When I first
started, you got more money in
deprived areas.
“Now the government funding
is per child and it doesn’t cover
the cost of a place. The sector is

on a knife edge. If a nursery loses
a child because they move away,
there can be job losses instantly.”
The Institute for Fiscal Studies
said government pledges to fund
some extra places won’t stop
closures.
It questioned why this extra
funding is capped.
“The providers and local
authorities who will be hurt
the most will be those where
take-up quickly recovers,” it said.
“Funding will be tightest
exactly where there is most
demand.”
The crisis shows an urgent
need for change.
Adele said a big problem is
that workers are treated as if they
only provide childcare.
“Funding has got to stop being
linked to the government agenda

of forcing parents back to work,”
she said. “And all nurseries
should be brought back into the
public sector.”
Ruthba argued for a “childcare
infrastructure fund” that could
cover “all staff salaries and other
essential overheads”.
Paula, an NEU rep and early
years teacher in Cambridge, said
the union must be “combative”
with the government.
“It should be like a bull
terrier—get its teeth in and not
let go,” she told Socialist Worker.
“It should be relentless in its
demands for safety and funding
for our sector, and make them
publicly on a national level
alongside other organisations.
And activists have to organise on
the ground.”
Adele said the whole sector
can unite to take on the Tories.
She added that the battle is
about what early years is for.
“It shouldn’t be just all this
‘preparing for school’ from the
age of two,” she argued.
“It’s a hopeful time if we have
these debates.
“The sheer level of anger
people feel around Covid has
knocked on to other discussions
about what the whole sector
should look like.”
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Now unions
must step
up fight for
NHS pay rise
HOW LONG will NHS workers
have to wait for their long
overdue pay rise?
An awful three-year deal agreed
by most health unions in 2018
comes to an end this April.
At the time it was trumpeted as
offering NHS staff raises of between
6.5 percent and 29 percent.
But in reality most got below the
rate of inflation, especially after
incremental “pay progression”
increases were excluded.
Jess Bamford, a nurse from South
Wales, told a Nurses United online
pay rally last week that Covid-19
had been a tipping point for many
health workers.
“It’s time we took action,” she
said. “We are demanding a 15 percent pay rise for all NHS workers—
and we need to spread the word to
all our colleagues.”
But the GMB union last week
warned that pay negotiations had
started slowly.
The pay review body, which
recommends health workers’
pay awards to the government,
has only just finished receiving
evidence from unions and
employers.

Recommendation

It will then take further submissions until 21 March, in order to
make a recommendation in May—
already a month past the new pay
year.
Nurse Karen Reissmann sits on
the national and health executives
of the NHS’s biggest union, Unison.
“Unison says it wants a £2,000
pay rise for all health workers,
which sounds good.
“But If you’ve been doing the job
for a few years, and are at the top of
your band, our pay claim works out
at just 6 percent increase for most
band 5 nurses,” she told Socialist
Worker
“That’s nothing when you consider we’ve had a 20 percent real
terms pay cut over the last decade.”
Unison is trying to pose as the
“moderates” in the pay battle, says
Karen.
The nurses’ RCN union is
demanding 12.5 percent, while the
GMB and Unite unions want the 15
percent more strident campaigners
are insisting on.
Health workers from all unions
say low pay is fuelling a huge

BACK STORY

Thousands of health workers
took to the streets across Britain
last year to demand a pay rise
lThe Tories have claimed that
NHS are part of a three year pay
deal,
lBut this was misrepresented
by two major unions. And would
actually mean a pay cut.
lThis was especially
disappointing considering that
other parts of the public sector
were awarded a small pay rise
last yeard

recruitment crisis and that Covid-19
has pushed health workers to the
limit.
“We have wards being run by
newly qualified nurses who are
being overstretched and can’t
fall back on experience to help
get themselves through,” said
Karen.
“And we’ve got exhausted staff
who simply can’t carry on like this.
Wards are so full that before a
patient is discharged, the next one
is sat on a chair in the ward waiting
for their bed.
“That feeling that you cannot
deliver the best care breaks people,”
she said.
“Some hospitals in the north
west of England say that up to 27
percent of staff are currently off
sick.
“When you take into account
that we’re already short of 40,000
nurses, that means those still
working are doing the jobs of four
or five other staff.
“It just can’t go on like this.”

Slow

With the unions stuck in the slow
lane, it’s vital that health workers
come together to increase the pressure for a decent pay offer.
The TUC union federation has
called an online rally on 2 March.
It will demand no return to
austerity.
And the People Before Profit
group will be holding a day of
action on budget day, 3 March.
Health workers should start
p lanning events where they can
direct their anger over pay and
overwork.

NHS PAY protests last year 

Picture: Dave Gilchrist

EDUCATION

Strike planned after rep victimised
WORKERS AT Shrewsbury
Colleges Group plan to strike on
Wednesday of next week to defend
victimised NEU union rep John
Boken.
John was suspended after
raising complaints about racism in
the college.
His victimisation is one of
several targeting NEU union
members.
At an online solidarity rally last
week, John explained how he had
reported racist comments by a staff
member after a student alerted
him to them. “I am a victimised rep
because I reported racism,” he said.
John said he was then subjected

to “intimidation” and eventually
accused of gross misconduct “for
not filling out some paperwork
correctly”.
Daniel Kebede, senior vice
president of the NEU, told the
meeting that it is “an absolute
disgrace that reps are being
victimised”.
And he said there “should be
strikes to defend reps”.
“It’s my position that there
should be a strike until John
is back where he belongs,”
said Daniel. “That’s exactly the
direction we should be going in to
defend our reps.”
Kirstie Paton, a victimised NEU

rep at The John Roan school in
Greenwich, south east London,
also spoke. She faces disciplinary
proceedings after criticising the
academy trust that runs the school
and helping to lead a series of
strikes.
Kirstie told the meeting that a
“growing number” of workers are
being victimised.
“An injury to one is an injury
to all,” she said. “It may be John
today, it may be me today, but
tomorrow it could be anyone.”
Send messages of support for John
to jean.evanson@neu.org.uk Sign the
petition to defend Kirstie at
bit.ly/defendKirstiePaton

School workers will walk out over safety
NEU UNION members at
Birmingham’s Langley School
were set to strike next week over
coronavirus health and safety
concerns.
Workers at Barrow Hedges
school are resisting the school’s
decision not to allow staff to
work at home if their own child
has to isolate due to a virus
outbreak when schools fully
reopen.

One worker said it meant
a choice of “leave my child at
home alone or not pay rent”
according to NEU regional
officer Glenn Kelly.
The first walkouts were set
to take place on Tuesday and
Wednesday of next week.
Send messages of support to Langley
School at Shirley.perry@neu.org.uk
and to Barrow Hedges at
Andrew.gibbons@neu.org.uk

School safety is crucial

Get your reports and pictures to us by 12 noon on Monday
Post PO Box 74955, London E16 9EJ Phone 020 7840 5656 Email reports@socialistworker.co.uk
HIGHER EDUCATION WORKERS

by SADIE ROBINSON

lTweet support to @saveUEL

UCU MEMBERS in Brighton struck in December
nTHE UCU held its annual
congress online last
Saturday and Tuesday.
Voting on motions was set
to take place after Socialist
Worker went to press.
lGo to socialistworker.co.uk
for updates.

nUCU MEMBERS at Solent
University in Southampton
have pushed bosses back on
compulsory redundancies
after voting overwhelmingly
for industrial action.

HOSPITALS

Workers had voted by
94 percent for action over
compulsory redundancies.
The UCU said that
following the vote, it
has secured agreement
with bosses.
It is recommending
that members accept the
suspension of the dispute.
The agreement commits
“to no compulsory
redundancies between
the date of the agreement
and 1 February 2022”.

Picture: Brighton UCU

nTHE UCU has attacked
what it has called
“opportunistic” job cuts
at the University of Hull.
Bosses there have
sacked the UCU branch
president, Keith Butler.
They also plan to axe
modern language courses,
putting more workers
at risk of redundancy.
The UCU said that if
bosses don’t rule out
compulsory redundancies it
will register a formal dispute.

SCHOOLS

NHS action in Birmingham, Victory after strike threat
Cumberland and Blackburn
PORTERS, cleaners,
switchboard and catering
workers at Cumberland
infirmary are poised to
take action over unsocial
hours payments.
Two 24-hour strikes
are set for 26 February
and 1 March.
Around 150 Unison and
GMB union members are
angry that they’ve never
received the payments that
staff employed directly by
the NHS are entitled to.
The workers are
contracted to outsourcers
Mitie.
lMessages of support to
enquiries@unisoncumbria.
co.uk Follow Unison Cumbria
& north lancs health branch
on Facebook for updates

nSECURITY GUARDS at
the Royal Blackburn and
Burnley general hospital
have voted unanimously to
strike in protest at low pay.

The workers, who are
members of the Unison
union, are employed by
private contractor Engie
Services and earn as little as
£8.72 an hour—with under
25s taking home even less.
nPORTERS AT Heartlands
hospital in Birmingham
are determined to continue
resistance to new contracts.
The contracts force the
porters on a system of eight
rotating shifts. Workers
say the new rotas will
stop them looking after
children and vulnerable
family members.
The Unison union
members have already
struck for 18 days.
Birmingham Trades
Council has organised an
online solidarity rally for
Sunday 21 February at 4pm.
lGo to facebook.com/

unisonheartlandsporters for
more details
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UNITE UNION

University battles as
mass job cuts bite
UCU UNION members
at the University of East
London (UEL) plan to begin
a two‑day strike on Monday.
Workers are fighting a
savage scheme to impose job
cuts. They plan three more
days of strikes in March.
The action comes as several
other universities, including
Leeds, Leicester, Reading,
Liverpool, Goldsmiths and
Dundee, are in dispute over
attacks on jobs.
Molly Andrews from UEL
spoke about the dispute at
the UCU’s online annual
congress last Saturday.
“This is the third round of
redundancies in four years,”
she said. “In the summer
they announced that 441
staff members were at risk.
Since this time, 87 have been
pushed out.”
Molly said the attacks on
jobs were a national issue
and called on the union to
do more to resist them.
“Our fight is connected to
redundancy battles around
the country,” she said. We
need much, much more
national support.”

Socialist Worker

A GROUP of school workers
in North Somerset won
a victory over Covid-19
safety earlier this month.
Safety fears led to NEU
union members raising
the possibility of taking
action—and they won
vaccines as a result.
One NEU member
told Socialist Worker, “I
was chatting to a friend
who works at a Pupil
Referral Unit (PRU) in a
neighbouring county. I
was asked if we had been
invited to be vaccinated,
as I work in a PRU.
“I instantly emailed
my head to ask why staff
in neighbouring counties
were being offered the
vaccine and we weren’t.
“It turned out that the
local commissioning group
had decided staff at special
schools and alternative
provision would be invited to
be vaccinated. But our school
was missed off the list.
“We met and members
felt strongly enough to
consider strikes,” they said.

“The NEU district officer
advised the local authority
of our willingness to strike.
“Unison union members
joined in. Suddenly we
were offered the vaccine.
Potentially my friend
has saved lives.”

HACKNEY
UNITE UNION members at
two east London schools
held three-day strikes last
week in a row over jobs.
Workers walked out at
Colvestone primary school and
Thomas Fairchild community
school in Hackney—where
they were joined by NEU
union members.
They are angry at a
reorganisation plan that
puts over 18 jobs at risk.
Nobody should
be made redundant
during a pandemic.
Some 32 Unite members
who take disabled children to
and from school in Hackney
also struck last week over
health and safety issues.
Jane Bassett

United fight is needed to
beat DHL bullying bosses
DHL WORKERS in Dartford,
Kent, have voted for strikes
over “union busting”.
Unite union members
called a ballot after a
steward was suspended
for providing support to
a member of staff during
an investigation hearing.
More than 350 DHL
staff, who work on the
Sainsbury’s contract, are
set to strike throughout
March, April and May.
Last week DHL workers
in Liverpool reached a deal
with the company after it
recognised that “relations
needed improving” following
accusations of bullying.
DHL union reps have also
been targeted in Halewood
in Merseyside and Solihull
in the West Midlands.
If workers across DHL
came together to fight the
bosses together substantial
gains could be won.
DHL has committed to
“change the workplace
culture”. But corporate‑speak
non-promises by the bosses
will not be enough.

nFIFTY SCAFFOLDERS at
the British Steel plant in
Scunthorpe began a 48-hour
strike on Monday of this
week. They will also strike
for 24 hours on Thursday.
Further strikes are planned
for 48 hours on 22 February
and 24 hours on 25 February.
The Unite union members
employed by contractor
Brand Energy have already
struck for six days over pay.
nDRIVERS FROM Eddie
Stobart Ltd’s depot in
Warrington were set to begin
strikes on Wednesday of
this week until Saturday.
Unite union members
will strike again on 28
February until 2 March.
Workers voted by 97
percent in favour of strikes
after Eddie Stobart attempted
to enforce a pay freeze and
refused to enter negotiations.
Unite regional officer
Steve Gerrard said,
“Management is guilty of
using the Covid-19 pandemic
for forcing through a pay
cut on its workers.”

CIVIL SERVICE WORKERS

DVLA moves to a ballot
WORKERS AT a dangerously
overcrowded government
office in Swansea were set
to ballot for strikes from
Thursday of this week.
They are demanding that
their bosses allow almost the
entire workforce to work from
home during the pandemic.
Around 2,000 people from
Swansea and the surrounding
area are currently made to
come into work at the Driver
and Vehicle Licensing Agency
office. More than 500 have
caught coronavirus since
September.
After several online
meetings of hundreds of
workers, the PCS union has
called a strike ballot, set to

end on 11 March. The PCS will
then have to give two weeks’
notice before a strike if it
follows Tory anti-union laws.
So strikes may not go
ahead until at least 25 March.
Earlier this year education
workers in the NEU union
refused to go into schools on
safety grounds, using Section
44 of the Employment
Rights Act. The PCS should
encourage its members in
Swansea to do the same.
nPCS union members at
12 courts are balloting for
strikes to demand the closure
of all courts and tribunals in
England, Scotland and Wales
on safety grounds.

CLEANERS AND SHOP WORKERS

Pay cut after safety walkout
OUTSOURCED cleaning
workers at La Retraite Roman
Catholic Girls’ School in
south west London who
refused to work under Section
44 of the Employment Rights
Act say they haven’t been
paid as a result.
Thirteen workers who are
members of the UVW union
refused to return to work
due to unsafe conditions last
month.
And while the workers’
demands for the outsourcer
Ecocleen to conduct proper
risk assessments were met,
the company has withheld
almost a month’s wages.
Workers were balloted on
whether to strike last month
over cuts to working hours

and unsafe conditions and
recorded a 100 percent Yes
vote.
All of the cleaning workers
at the school are migrant
workers from Latin America.
Many say they may now have
to rely on food banks.
nWORKERS AT retail
chain Wilkos are set to
hold a consultative strike
ballot after the company
announced plans to cut
down on sick pay.
Bosses want to allow only
one paid sick pay period a
year. The GMB union has
said that if Wilkos don’t
withdraw the plans then its
members will be pushed to
strike.
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KEEP UP BATTLE
AT BRITISH GAS
by SOPHIE SQUIRE

SOME BRITISH Gas workers
are worried and angry after
their GMB union called
off planned strikes set for
Friday, Saturday, Sunday
last week and Monday this
week to allow talks.
Workers have struck for
16 days after parent company
Centrica announced plans to
fire and rehire them on worse
contracts.
They have courageously
fought a vicious assault
on their pay and conditions. Calling off action risks
derailing the momentum.
Strikers took to social
media to say that emails from
the GMB and Centrica on
Friday had made no mention
of fire and rehire.
British Gas worker Alex
told Socialist Worker, “We
were close to achieving what
we set out to do and then we
stopped.
“I really think British Gas
could have backed down if
we carried on this weekend.
“The GMB has said from
the start that you cannot
negotiate with a gun to your
head—that gun is the threat
of us being fired. This just

A BRITISH Gas picket during a strike earlier this month	

feels like a stalling tactic to
me.”
Another striker wrote on
Twitter on Sunday, “This
evening I stepped down as a
rep. I cannot stand with the
GMB after this evening being

told fire and rehire is still on
the table and the strike has
been stopped this weekend
and is off tomorrow. I think
we’ve been sold out. I hope
I’m wrong.”
Other workers feel that

entering negotiations is a
step in the right direction.
Kevin, a British Gas worker
and union rep, told Socialist
Worker that the union had
“come to a breakthrough”.
“British Gas repeatedly told
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us that they had made their
final offer and there would
be no further negotiations,”
he said.
“They said that we should
accept this new deal, leave of
our own accord or be fired.

The fact that we even got
them to move to the negotiating table shows the success
of our strike.”
After an online meeting,
workers voted on whether to
suspend the action.
Kevin said that workers
“narrowly” voted to call off
strikes.
But Andrew, another
s triking worker, pointed

out that, “the scale of the
vote shows that there is still
plenty of people who wanted
to keep striking”.
Kevin pointed out that
workers could still hold
further walkouts.
Workers are right to be
concerned that negotiations could fall short of their
central demand—ending fire
and rehire.
And if bosses withdrew
fire and rehire, there should
be no detriment to workers’
pay or terms and conditions
in a deal.
Continuing the strikes is
the best way to force British
Gas to meet all of the workers’
demands.



More online

‘I can’t walk away from this
fight’ bit.ly/BG-walk

PAY FIGHT

Bus drivers in London and Manchester prepare for walkouts over attacks
THOUSANDS OF London
bus drivers are set to strike
over pay and conditions.
The strike will target
three subsidiaries
of multinational bus
operating company
RATP—London United,
Quality Line and
London Sovereign.
The drivers’ Unite
union said, “RATP is
using the Covid-19
pandemic to attack
terms and conditions.”
Workers are set to
walk out from Monday
of next week. Bosses’

A previous London bus strike
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proposed contracts will
slash pay by £2,500 a
year and force workers
to work longer hours.
Drivers have also
been threatened with
zero hours contracts.
Workers at London
United, which operates in
south and west London,
will strike for three
days from Monday.
Meanwhile, workers
at Quality Line, Epsom,
will strike on Monday
and Tuesday. They are
paid £2.50 an hour less
than drivers at RATP’s
other subsidiaries. The
workers have been
offered a pay “rise”

of 0.5 percent—seven
pence an hour.
Drivers at London
Sovereign in north
west London will
strike on Monday.
They have been
offered a pay increase
of just 0.75 percent.
Unite is also set
to ballot over 4,000
workers at Metroline over
proposals to introduce a
remote sign-on system.
Remote sign-on forces
drivers to start work
away from the depot.
It means they don’t
have access to a
canteen or toilets.
Drivers at Metroline

voted overwhelmingly
for strikes last autumn.
But the union backed
off after bosses’ threats to
use anti-union laws over
the conduct of the ballot.
There must be no more
delays. A united fight
by London bus workers
could win real gains.
Meanwhile in
Manchester bus drivers
working for Go North
West are preparing for an
all-out continuous strike
from Sunday 28 February.
The Unite union
members are fighting
bosses’ plans to fire
the entire workforce
and rehire it on worse

contracts. The plans
would axe 10 percent of
jobs—and force drivers
to work longer hours.
Other changes would
force people to work
while sick or while they
should be self-isolating.
Workers voted by
82 percent for strikes on
a 77 percent turnout.
Bosses hand delivered
letters to drivers’ homes.
Unite is investigating
whether this broke
Covid-19 laws.
Go North West claims
that for “planning and
processing purposes” they
only have eight days to
accept the new contract.
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